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Panel no. 06 - Feminist-inspired Activist Imaginaries for Making Change: Social Making,
Legacies and Methodological Framings (joint 13 & 29)
Convenors: Katarzyna Kosmala, Fiona Hackney, Jana Milovanović, Ana Vivoda
PANEL ABSTRACT
The current situation of worldwide instability combined with political popularism, pandemic and climate emergency results in a state of
unprecedented worldwide risk. Conditions of risk and instability, at same time, offer opportunities for new imaginative spaces open-up in a
lived response to crises. This panel invites theoretical papers and empirical studies that draw on research paradigms underpinned by plurality,
continuity and difference within social, material and feminist-inspired research and activism. We welcome interdisciplinary enquiries, artistic
interventions, creative works and case studies from the multiplicity of geographies, disciplinary fields and specificities of grassroots struggles.
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6.1. Weaving Cross-Generational Theory: Alternative Futures for Feminist Activism-Inspired Methodologies
Full-Time Mothers: The New Meaning of the “New Housewives” Activity

Abstract 460

Juliana Vavilha Losso
Patricia Veras Silva

Abstract 449

Miriam Pillar Grossi
Marinês Rosa

Abstract 435

Magdalena Sztandara

Abstract 285

Niga Sayyed

Abstract 276

Ana Vivoda
Katarzyna Kosmala

Timeless Struggle Over the Feminist Paradigm: Representing Dynamics of Gender
Identity Construction Then and Now

Abstract 227

Mina Petra Baginova

Against the Anti-Gender Illiberal Politics: Contemporary Feminist Mobilisations in
East Central Europe

Self-Care as a Feminist Methodology: Report of the Support Network Experience
During the COVID 19 Pandemic in Brazil
Back and Forth: Knowledge Production and Methodological Dilemmas in the
Crowded Fields
Who is She?
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Abstract 57

Katarzyna Kosmala

Performing Industrial Labour at War: ‘Waveless’ Feminist Inquiry into Women in
Engineering

6.2. Making Change: Social Making and the Material Imaginaries of Everyday Activisms
Abstract 481

Jana Milovanović

To Walk Across the Border, to Tell a Different Tale: Schengen Heritage from Below

Abstract 437

Somen Rath

Contours of Social Sustainability in Saora Art: An Abductive Approach to Liminality
Among Lanjia Saoras of Rayagada, Odisha, India

Abstract 412

Fiona Hackney

Abstract 333

Sonia Chinn

Abstract 209

Anne-Marie Atkinson

Abstract 93

Brenda Miller

Abstract 74

Nilika Mehrotra

Care in the Time of COVID: Quiet Activism and Community Resource
Resistance, Empowerment, and Cultural Politics: Female Indigenous Textile
Producers in Guatemala
Becoming Artists: Learning Disabled Practioners and Professionalisation
Making the Invisible Visible, a Comparative Study of Meaning: The Invisibility of
Commercial Mending and the Visibility of Social Mending
Finding Voice and Agency: Indian Women and Social Media Activism in Contemporary
Times
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Panel no. 08 - Middle Eastern Encounters
Convenors: Leonardo Schiocchet, Gisele Fonseca Chagas
PANEL ABSTRACT
This panel seeks to advance a debate started by the Arab Encounters panel in the 2018 IUAES Congress. It explores actors' positionalities
vis-à-vis contemporary Middle Eastern encounters such as the recent uprisings in Lebanon and Iraq and the ongoing Syrian war and its
production of refugees. It aims to discuss contemporary venues to define encounters as anthropological framework for complex social
situations involving Middle Eastern social actors who themselves locate significant differences between "us" and "them" that become
intertwined with identity and social belonging processes. Rather than focusing on a given subject (like Arabs in Europe), this panel favors
social relations cutting across an ensemble of subjects engaged in Middle Eastern encounters across various regional contexts, and their
symbolic and empirical connections to the polysemic, disputed imagined communities. How do crisscrossing emotions, ideas, aspirations,
and values of different social agents influence dynamics of worldviews and social practices? We welcome papers that discuss Middle East
encounters theoretically and/or ethnographically.
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Abstract 131

Hannah Rose Myott
Mina Vasileva

Abstract 44

Liza Dumovich Barros

Abstract 41

Zoltan Pall

Abstract 04

Leonardo Schiocchet

"Values and Orientation Courses" for Refugees in Austria as Sites of Encounter
Of Bridges, Connections, and Flows: An Ethnographic Account of a Turkish-Brazilian
Encounter
Arab Encounters in a Malay-Dominated Religious Scene
Towards an Anthropology of Encounters: Insights from the Austro-Arab Encounter
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Panel no. 10 - Lost in Representation: Changes and Paradoxes in the Nomads' Life
Convenors: Giulia Gonzales, Greta Semplici
Discussant: Riccardo Ciavolella
PANEL ABSTRACT
This panel reflects on the legacy of "nomadology", founded by Deleuze and Guattari (1988) on anthropology today. Taking Ciavolella's
reflection (2016) as a starting point, the panel discusses long-lasting representations of nomads' life, and their relation to power (for example
of the state, but not limited), in light of economic, political, and socio-cultural shifting contexts. Literature on nomadic peoples have generally
underlined their different territorialities of power, hence avoiding state's governmentality, or praising their capacities to fighting within power's
articulations (McCabe, 2004; Scott, 2009). These accounts are still valuable today in certain contexts, and relevant when analysing nomadic
people's own self-representations and desires for an idealised collective past. However, they are partial, and they can dangerously fall on the
slippery slope of essentialism, or shadow precarious and problematic social realities nomadic peoples face today around the globe: that of
urban marginalisation, adaptation to ecological changes, global economy and politics (e.g. mining exploitations). This panel welcomes
contributions which consider the changing realities in nomadic and pastoralist people's lives, how they navigate these changes, and which
kind of narratives accompany these processes. In so doing, this panel reflects on the legacy these (nowadays-romantic) representations of
"the nomad" has on anthropological production. Bibliography: Ciavolella, Riccardo. 2015. Alterpolitics or Alterotopies. Focaal 2015(72):2336. Deleuze, Gilles and Félix Guattari. 1988. A Thousand Plateaus. London: Athlone Press. McCabe, J. Terrence. 2004. Cattle Bring Us to
Our Enemies. Ann Arbor: Michigan Press. Scott, James C. 2009. The Art of Not Being Governed. London: Yale Press.
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Abstract 335

Natasha Maru

Abstract 324

Erika Grasso
Elena Comino
Tamara Littamè
Maurice Kiboye
Micol Fascendini
Elena Cristofori

The Alter-Temporalities of Pastoral Mobility: The Case of the Rabari Pastoralists of
Western India
Observation, Measurement and Knowledge: Operationalising One Health Among
Nomadic Pastoral Communities in Northern Kenya
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Abstract 284

Sergio Magnani
Charline Rangé
Véronique Ancey

Pastoralist Youth in Towns and Cities: Mobility Patterns in Times of Crisis of
Governance in Burkina Faso

Abstract 240

Sarah Lunacek

Sedentarisation, Decentralisation and Access to Resources: Administrative Villages
in the North of Niger

Abstract 211

Matthew Porges

Representations of Nomadism in the Northwestern Sahara

Abstract 189

Giulia Gonzales

Reflections on Anthropological Productions and Representations of ‘the Nomad’:
The Case of Kel Tamasheq in Bamako

Abstract 174

Giordano Marmone

Abstract 118

Martin Fotta
Ana Chiritoiu

From Marginality to Ritual Authority. How Pop Music Is Transforming the Status of
Young Educated Men Among the Samburu (Kenya)
A Comparative Anthropology of Circulation: The Sociality of ‘Nomadism’ Among
Brazilian Calon and Romanian Rom
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Panel no. 11 - Responding Extractivist Reforms - Global Contexts and Local Insights on
Neoliberal Extractive Policies
Convenors: Svenja Schöneich, Victoria Chenaut
PANEL ABSTRACT
In this panel we invite contributions on cases where national neoliberal reform policies and their local impacts have provoked responses
among the affected people in the respective areas. Neoliberal policies, featuring the increase in investment in the exploitation of natural
resources and their export on the international market have gained momentum in recent decades. This tendency towards extractivism as a
development model is based on the appropriation and commodification of nature and the transformation of certain aspects of living
environment into resources. Thus, locally such policies induce changes in natural resources governance, territories and land use, as well as
human rights. This holds true for several different types of resources, which can be extracted such as raw materials (hydrocarbons, mining,
monocultures, precious woods, etc.), but also the implementation of tourism development policies, the construction of hydroelectric dams or
the expansion of large-scale infrastructure projects. In the meanwhile, constitutional and legal reforms, which allow the implementation of this
development model, often contradict international agreements and treaties that the respective countries signed for the protection of human
rights and the environment. In this context, we invite papers based on original research that highlight the social, territorial and identity
reconfigurations that occur in the regions where extractive policies are carried out in the light of a neoliberal agenda. In particular, we are
interested in presentations highlighting effects of such policies on the environment, individual and collective rights of the respective inhabitants
and the different ways in which they are responded to.
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Abstract 457

Jorge Eliecer SánchezMaldonado

Abstract 237

Adriana Rodríguez San Martín

Abstract 166

Lucile Medina

Abstract 47

Maria Victoria Chenaut

Local Impacts and “Spill-Over Effects in Reverse”: The Construction of a Subaltern
Cosmopolitan Legality Against Extractivism
Local Responses to the Energy Reform in the Metropolitan Area, of Poza Rica,
Veracruz
The Advance of Extractive Activities: Contribution to a Territorial Approach in Latin
America
I Point the Contrast Between the Rationale of the Neoliberal Laws in Mexico
Concerning Land and Water and Indigenous Worldview
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Panel no. 12 - Anthropology of Sports in its Coming of Age
Convenors: Luiz Fernando Rojo, Jèrôme Soldani
PANEL ABSTRACT
From the last IUAES Inter-Congress, where four panels were proposed by members of the Anthropology of Sports Commission, we decided
that the chair and the deputy-chair of this commission would be responsible for organizing a more general panel, while other participants
would convene thematic panels. The main idea that supports this decision is to open a space for all kinds of investigation about sports around
the world and, doing it, surpass the comparison only among researches about the same theme. Therefore, in this panel we will give continuity
to our process of strengthening our commission principally through the stimulation to sustain the important dialogues that studies of sports
are constructing with so different areas such as politics, gender, tourism, religion, emotion, economy, among others. Finally, this panel, which
it is our intention to be permanent, will work also in connection to the other panels proposed in each edition of our Inter-Congress. So,
understanding that the presence of each one of these thematic panels can be intermittent or even punctual, this more general panel will
operate creating the possibility for some discussions initiated there to continue, receiving the contribution from the dialogue with other areas
of the Anthropology of Sports.
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Abstract 414
Abstract 370

Sean Heath
Thomas F. Carter
Livia Savelkova

Abstract 363
Abstract 349
Abstract 37

Jérôme Soldani
Bernardo Ramirez Rios
Luiz Fernando Rojo

Loss of the Informal
Olympic Games, Indigenous Peoples and Possible Change in Global Sport towards
indigenous sovereignty?
Anthropology of Sports in France. The Endless Coming of Age
The Culture of Migration and Amateur Athletic Mobility
The Turn to the Right: Perspectives and Debates from the Brazilian Anthropology of
Sports
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Panel no. 14 - Environmental Stress Impact on Human Biology, Health Status and
Demography
Convenors: Grażyna Liczbińska, Miroslav Králík
PANEL ABSTRACT
The influence of long-term wars, economic crises and political transformations on the biological status of human populations is of interest of
a large group of researchers and scholars. All of the above inflict psychological stresses associated with fear of losing life, health, family
members, property, job, as well as with the threat of famine. The Russian famine of the 1920s, the Dutch Famine and the famine during the
siege of Leningrad of WWII are the best known examples providing some information on the influence of long-term food shortages and stress
on humans exposed to them in utero and during the first years of life, which manifest by shorter body height, hypertension, obesity, postponed
menarche or earlier menopause. Meanwhile there are studies of populations that experienced modern armed conflicts or contemporary wars:
the Balkans war, the civil war in Colombia, the Egyptian Revolution, the Libyan conflict in 2011, the 9/11 New York terrorist attack, the Second
Intifada in 2000. The relatively recent economic and political transformations in the former Eastern Europe, the Argentine financial crisis or
economic crisis in Greece, could have also affected the health and biological status of humans and their well-being. Increases in stature have
been accepted as reflecting the overall beneficial effects of economic improvement in many regions of the world. On the other hand, economic,
social and political changes have been associated with the increased incidence of chronic diseases and the increased prevalence of
overweight and obesity in both developed and developing countries. Both conditions were attributed to changes in life style and diet in human
populations over time. Lifestyle changes are accompanied by changes in family patterns. The panel we propose seeks to create a platform
for sharing results of interdisciplinary research on the impact of wars, political transformations, economic crises, etc. on biology, health status
and demography of human populations from different regions of the world between the 19th and 21st centuries.
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Abstract 296

Jan Golian
Grażyna Liczbińska

Abstract 295

Pankowski Patryk
Helena M. Repczyńska
Wirginia Wojtczak
Grażyna Liczbińska

Sex Ratio at Birth Following the Environmental Stress. the Pilot Study of the Detva
Population (the Upper Hungary Kingdom), 1801-1920
Did WWI Change Marriage Patterns and the Criterion of Partner Selection in
Poland?
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Abstract 281

Agnieszka Sobkowiak
Grażyna Liczbińska

Did the Ratio of Male-to-Female Live Births Reflect Social and Economic
Inequalities? the Pilot Study from the Poznań Province, 1875–1913

Abstract 29

Oskar Nowak
Grażyna Liczbińska
Janus Piontek

Were Inequalities in Trends of Body Size Observed in Polish Lands from the
Prussian Sector?

Abstract 23

Grażyna Liczbińska
Miroslav Králík

The Impact of WWII on Birth Body Size. The Polish Evidence
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Panel no. 15 - Coming of Age as Entrepreneurs: Biopolitics and Ethics of Youth in
Modern-Day Economies
Convenors: Miha Kozorog, Tihana Rubić
PANEL ABSTRACT
Capitalism has been increasingly targeting young people as agents of innovation, artful users of new technologies, and acquainted devotees
of trendy leisure activities, which classifies them as able to create fresh niches for capital extraction. The neoliberal imposition of flexibility
honours young people for their lightness of movement, "out of the box" thinking, aptitude for self-invention, performative novelties and other
(presumed) qualities. In many parts of the world, "entrepreneurial flexibility" (Freeman 2007) is widely promoted in schools, mass- and social
media. Anthropologists have just started to report on this trend's cultural specificities; in Africa (Honeyman 2016), Asia (Huang 2020), Europe
(Kozorog 2018), the Middle East (Kanna 2010), Russia (Yurchak 2003), and the US (Gershon 2016). New institutions (incubators, coworking
spaces, ecosystems) and new social roles (mentors, local leaders, influencers) have been invented to lead young people in their selfrecognition and realization as entrepreneurial subjects. Moreover, the recent global economic crisis has painted "dark times" (Pina-Cabral
2018) and a precarious future for future generations, which has further stimulated policies aimed at enterprise youth. In this context, many
young people found no better option than turning their knowledge, skills, and hobbies to small businesses, whereas others recognized
entrepreneurship as part of youth culture and an alluring identification opportunity or personality-shaping paragon. The panel welcomes
ethnographies of young people's careers, embedded in the practical and ideological restraints of neoliberal economies yet sensitive for ethical
self-reflection of young entrepreneurs themselves. The panel strives to link anthropologies of capitalisms and ethics.
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Abstract 415

Virginia Squizani Rodrigues

Abstract 398

Peter Simonič

Abstract 347

Boštjan Kravanja

Abstract 315

Saša Poljak Istenič

Abstract 126

Miha Kozorog

Exploring Notions of Health and Productivity Among Brazilian Startup Workers
Based in Florianópolis, a Southern City of Brazil
In Search for Job and Reason: Youth in Postindustrial Maribor
Patterns of Entrepreneurial Culture: How Happy Can an Entrepreneurial, SelfInitiative and Creative Person Be?
How to raise an entrepreneur? Contradicting Educational Experiments in Slovenia
Coworking in Slovenia Between Ideals and the Condition of Smallness
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Michiko Sawano

Ethical Self-Reflection and Biopolitics in Business Administrations: Researches of
Japanese Companies
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Panel no. 20 - Contesting Household Debt: Politics, Infrapolitics, and the Political
Economy of Debtor-Creditor Relations
Convenors: Marek Mikuš, Irene Sabaté
PANEL ABSTRACT
With the intensification of financialized extraction, we see an unprecedented politicization of the debts of households and a questioning of
received wisdom about debt and finance. New social movements and political parties target predatory and exploitative lending practices,
such as foreign-currency loans or subprime mortgages, as well as brutal debt enforcement practices. The sheer necessity of incurring huge
debts to access vital goods and services like housing and education is also denounced. As such, these novel politicizations of debt and
finance reflect concerns with future generations' well-being and articulate visions of a fairer and less exploitative future. The emerging
anthropological literature about these contestations of household debt has so far focused on a small number of highly visible anti-debt
movements in Western Europe and North America. It has privileged emancipatory ideologies and discourses where critical academic analysis
and movements' frameworks overlapped. Concerning movements' practices, research covered especially radical efforts to undermine the
hegemonic morality of debt. This panel welcomes contributions on full range of debt contestations: from radical emancipatory movements
demanding debt cancellation, through those with reformist and/or conservative agendas, to everyday infrapolitics of debt. Instead of expecting
highly developed, coherent ideological formulations, we look at these contestations as embedded in wider hegemonic struggles, and hence
likely to be internally varied and incoherent. We encourage analyses that capture the political economy of debt contestations alongside their
ideologies and trace their mutually constitutive relationships with creditor practices, regulatory frameworks, and housing regimes in varied
settings shaped by processes of uneven development.
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Abstract 379

Balázs Gosztonyi

Abstract 371

Marek Mikuš

Abstract 366

Kateřina Čanigová

Abstract 319

Agnes Gagyi

Everyday Representations and Narratives of the Swiss Franc Loan Crisis in the
Hungarian Tabloid Press
Debt Pathways: Centering Economics, Agency, and Contingency in the
Anthropology of Household Debt
Commodification of Household Debt: Distraints in Czechia
Popular Right, Ideological Heterogeneity, and the Management of Capitalist Crisis:
The Politicization of the Forex Mortgage Crisis in Hungary
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Abstract 247

Deana Jovanovic

Gendered Infrapolitics of a Household Debt: Ethnographic Insights from an Industrial
Town in Serbia

Abstract 186

Valentina Ausserladscheider

Abstract 173

Matthew Sparkes

‘I Just Felt Responsible for My Debts’: Austerity, Debt Morality and Class Exploitation

Abstract 150

Benjamin Schwarz

Uncovering the True “Ability to Pay” of Debtors – Infra-Politics, Myths and Violence
in the Danish Enforcement Arrangement

Abstract 141

Christian Schirmer

Capitalism on the Couch: The Creation and Consequences of the Indebted Subject
Position in the 'Greek Debt Crisis' of 2010

Abstract 114

Ryan Davey

Abstract 96

Henry van der Burgt

Abstract 90

Sebastian Kohl
Tod van Gunten

The Rise of Anti-Financialisation Discourse in Far-Right Parties

Expropriability as a Class Relation: Everyday Infrapolitics of Debt in the UK
Inside the Dutch Debt Maelstrom: Introducing Social Credit and Social Debt as
Means to Recognize Economic Micro-Contestations
The Welfare-Credit Trade-off in Comparative Perspective: Revisiting the Debtfare
Hypothesis
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Panel no. 21 - An Anthropology of Policy: Legacies and Future Challenges
Convenors: Paul Stubbs, Cris Shore
PANEL ABSTRACT
Anthropological approaches to policy shine light on aspects of the policy process that mainstream, objectivist or legal-rationalist accounts
rarely address, highlighting the complex, non-linear, ambiguous, messy and sometimes contradictory nature of policy processes. Using
ethnography to open up the "black box" of policy making serves to highlight the sociocultural and political dimensions of policy worlds.
Anthropological perspectives on policy also explore policy mobilities and policy translation in terms of transnational and international
dimensions of policy within a world of global flows. Seeing policies as "social and political spaces articulated through relations of power and
governance" (Shore and Wright, 1997) links policy inexorably to power, and sees policy documents as a specific genre of meaning making.
More recent work has brought human and non-human agency back in, suggesting that policies are actively made or assembled and remade
by reflexive political subjects. This panel seeks papers, theoretical and/or ethnographic, that utilise an anthropology of policy approach,
however loosely defined. What are some of the "next generation" forms of policy making and how can anthropologists analyse and critique
these? We are particularly interested in papers that address current and future methodological and ethical challenges, and how
anthropological approaches can address issues of big data, democracy, new forms of governance, the role of artificial intelligence, and the
changing relationship between politics technocracy and policy. How is the work of policy implicated in constructing the present and shaping
the future?
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Abstract 471

Maria Lis Baiocchi

"You no longer say patrón!": Contesting Discriminatory Language Ideologies through
Household Workers' Rights Activism in Buenos Aires, Argentina

Abstract 429

Soumendra Mohan Patnaik

National Priorities and Regional Possibilities in India’s New Education Policy - 2020 :
An Ethnographic Analysis

Abstract 413

Constanza Galanti

The Scale of Healthcare Struggles. Understanding the Disjuncture Between National
Mobilizations and European Economic Governance Policy-Making in the Italian Case

Abstract 411

Britta Acksel

Policies for Changing Cities – Anthropological Research on Transformation
Instruments
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Consultants as Assemblers – Exploring Development Consultancy as ConsensusBased Practice

Abstract 372

David Scott

Abstract 339

Louis Vuilleumier

Abstract 256

Paul Stubbs
Cris Shore

Abstract 253

Andrés Dapuez

Abstract 229

Valeriya Vasilkova
Nataliya Legostaeva

Social Bots in the Context of Democratic Processes: Manipulators or Assistants?

Abstract 199

Samuel Shapiro

The Anthropology of Policy and the Anthropology of Institutions: Convergences,
Divergences and Complementarity

Abstract 155

Maria Klara Kuss

Abstract 76

Leyla Safta-Zecheria

Profound Clashes of Beliefs: A Bottom-up Perspective on Social Protection Policy
Processes in Zambia
Contradictions of Political Inclusion of Vulnerabilized People’s Perspectives in Policies
Governing Their Everyday Lives: A Critical Policy Analysis of Deinstitutionalization

Abstract 48

Boris Maia

Abstract 38

Sarah A. Robert

Conflict, Policies-in-Process, and Policy Bundles: An Anthropology of Policy for
Challenging Times

Abstract 22

Oleksandra Tarkhanova

Policy Making and Policy Implementation on the Margins of the Ukrainian State

“I‘ve Made the Street My Home“: Deviant Entrepreneurial Journey of Illegalized SubSaharan Migrants within European Mobility Regimes
Covid, Trump, Brexit: The Anthropology of Policy in Troubled Times
Human Capital Policies

Subjects of State: Policies of State Recruitment and the Formation of Subjectivities in
Contemporary Brazil
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Panel no. 22 - Legacies of Forced Migrations: The Politics of Exclusions and Inclusions
Convenors: Heather OLeary, Subhadra Channa
PANEL ABSTRACT
Anthropology has always grappled with the dynamic implications of how cultures are challenged, reinforced, and renegotiated in the face of
migration. At present, millions of people across the globe are on the move, many forced to travel to unwelcoming destinations through
hazardous terrains and life-threatening circumstances. Migrants perish and survive - many living and dying with echoes of their migrant status.
As anthropologists, we question the dynamic shifts of people, and also the social movements around the politics of forced migration. Public
discourse around migrations is burgeoning and with it is challenging the face of global power structures. The inextricable link between
exclusivist and extractivist politics works at both ends and during migration, discounting the value and rights of people, cultures, resources
and regions, leading to generations of marginalization, exploitation, violence and desperate attempts at escape. The politics of exclusion and
inclusion works at both ends: to expel people from their roots, to create unsustainable environmental conditions that trigger such expulsions,
to create situations of conflict and scarcity that have disproportionate effects of certain sections of populations - and on the other end - to
exclude and marginalize displaced peoples' integration, inclusion, and acceptance. Ideological and even academic discourses are directed
to obfuscate and mystify, create myths and blatant clouds of untruth, to deny and defy the real conditions of anthropogenic destruction of the
habitat, of perpetrated violence and pogroms of elimination. This panel invites ethnographic research and theoretical interventions around
the concepts of exclusion and inclusion and the historical lineages from which they derive.
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Abstract 466

Markéta Doležalová

Abstract 397

Harmeet Kaur

Migration Vis-a-Vis Social Changes: Case Study of Marginalised Migrants

Abstract 269

Heather Oleary

Emerging COVID-19 Migration Narratives and Gendered Economic Exclusion in
Delhi, India

Abstract 194

Valentina Grillo

Migration Politics: Rohingyas refugees from Myanmar to Bangladesh

Abstract 53

Subhadra Channa

Historical Exclusions and Contemporary Social Im/Mobility of Czech Roma in the UK

Homeless in One's Own Country: Legacies of Internal Colonization
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Panel no. 23 - Mediterranean Foodscapes: (New) Models of Sociability and
Sustainability
Convenors: Jelena Ivanišević, Stefano Magagnoli
PANEL ABSTRACT
The concept of foodscape (Belasco, Scranton 2002; Johnston, Baumann 2014) implies a dynamic social construct that connects food with
physical space, social groups or individuals and the potential meanings they attach to it. The food landscape is not only a geographical
location, although geography is an important marketing tool in consumer societies, a trigger for consumer's choice of ethical, nostalgic or
artisanal products, as well as an efficacious tool to promote the local economic development (i.e. tourism, and the "routes of taste"). Although
today food belongs to the sphere of pleasure, convincing us of the stability of a well-fed society, which, because of social repercussions, is
not an irrelevant direction of research, it is necessary to understand food as a necessity and as a landscape design factor. Food represents
the material anchoring of intangible culture, in which skills of cultivation and preparation are equivalent to ideas of appropriateness and
desirability. Today Mediterranean food and diet inherits well-known idea of the wondrous place where life and food are slower and more
enjoyable, despite the Mediterranean reality of scarcity in natural resources. The Mediterranean diet once embedded in its landscape became
a displaced and global healthy lifestyle, but also an intangible cultural heritage of humanity. The papers should address the issues of
transformation of traditional models of nutritional self-sufficiency in rural and peri-urban (Mediterranean) areas, disruption and/or partial
restoration of the principles of seasonality, conviviality, and frugality, or critically re-examine present models in the economic, cultural and
social life of Mediterranean food.
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Abstract 484

Stefano Magagnoli

Abstract 343

Oxana Fais-Leoutskaia

Abstract 282

Luiza Giordani
Maria Eunice Maciel

Abstract 121

Melanija Belaj

Between the Mountain and the Sea: Emilia-Romagna Foodscape in the 20th Century
Traditional Alimentation System of Sicily and Its Role in the Nations Identity
La Bella Polenta: The Most Emblematic of Italian Colonial Foods
Saline Foodscape of the Island of Pag: White Gold of the Adriatic Sea
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Panel no. 25 - Looking for New Analytical Frameworks in the Study of Cultural Heritage
and Modernization
Convenors: Jijiao Zhang, Vesna Vučinić Nešković
PANEL ABSTRACT
Many scholars today are discussing whether cultural heritage can serve as a resource for urban and rural revitalization, as well as tourism,
and enterprise development. Some anthropologists have criticized the previous research on the authenticity and subjectivity of cultural
heritage. Others point out that the cultural heritage of historical cities, towns, and villages is undergoing various kinds of transformations,
which raises difficult questions about how to explain and respond to the modernization of cultural heritage. This panel invites scholars from
around the world to search for new analytical frameworks for studying the dynamic interaction between cultural heritage, social change and
development. We want to discuss the explanatory potentials of different analytical frameworks that address the following two major questions:
(1) how do different modern societies and their state institutions determine the boundary between the traditional and the modern when they
define cultural heritage, and (2) how can traditional cultural heritage and modernization be understood in a theoretically more integrated way
than they seem to be at present, which would lead to more consistent and balanced policy and practice?
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Xiaoning Qin
Binbin Liu
Jelena Ćuković

Inheritance and Development of Traditional Yao Ethnic Music

Abstract 491
Abstract 492

Idham Bachtiar Setiadi
Li Yang

Reconstructing and Activating the Spice Routes in Indonesia
The New Structural Functionalism: Time-honored Brand Network Sale and Supplyside Reform in China

Abstract 493

Dan Song

Traditional-to-modern Transformation of Ethnic Economic-cultural Pattern from the
Perspective of Neo-classical “Structural-Functionalism”

Abstract 494

Lei Dang

Beyond Freedman’s Lineage Research Paradigm: From “Separation Theory” to
“Matching Theory”

Cultural Identity as a Resource: Minority Heritage Management in the Autonomous
Province of Vojvodina, Serbia
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Weihang Shao

The Transformation of Cultural Heritage and Tourism Development from the
Perspective of Neoclassical "Structural-Functionalism" – The Case of Yantai,
Shandong, China

Abstract 203

Yue Wu

Abstract 202

Marta Nešković

The Shaolin Kungfu between Tradition and Modernity

Abstract 176
Abstract 171

Tao Ye
Kuniko Fujiwara

Abstract 158

Jingwei Li

Abstract 130

Shanshan Qiao

"Cultural Heritage" in East Asian Politics and Global Market
Authentic Replicas and Miraculous Souvenirs: Towards a New Framework for the
Study of Copied Goods
Remaking the Soul of a City: Investigating the “Ancient Streets” in the Modern Spaces
of China
Research on the Transformation of Governance Model from Structure to Action Under
the Background of Risk Society

Abstract 116

Ni Lu
Jijiao Zhang

Abstract 46

Takuya Shimizu

Dialogue with J. K. Fairbank and G. William Skinner: Cantonese Businessmen and
Lingnan & National Market System from the Perspective of Neo-classical StructuralFunctionalism

Neoclassical Structural-Functionalism: Regarding Intangible Cultural Heritage as an
Endogenetic Drive in Modern Industrial Development
Educational Perspective on the Process of Modernizing Education for Chinese
Intangible Cultural Heritage: the Case Study on Qin Opera
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Panel no. 26 - Enterprise Anthropology: Recent Developments and Future Perspectives
Convenors: Keiko Yamaki, Tomoko Hamada
PANEL ABSTRACT
This panel aims to re-examine companies and organizations from an interdisciplinary viewpoint that incorporates perspectives from
management studies, anthropology, sociology, religious studies, and economics. Companies are generally perceived as profit-oriented
organizations that perform rational, functional and effective business activities. At the same time, they can be seen as cultural communities
in which employees are actively engaged in their everyday activities as they perform various business tasks and duties. In this sense, each
company has its own unique characteristics, associational ties and values, similarly to ethnic groups that maintain their own cultural identities
and share particular ways of behavior. Paying attention to the legacies and current achievements of enterprise anthropology, papers in this
panel demonstrate the utility of fieldwork in company research and present analysis of critical issues in this subfield, such as business
communities and networks; processes of production and consumption of goods and services; design and marketing in local and global
contexts; material culture; consumer behavior, etc.
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Keiko Yamaki

Abstract 409

Maria Ivanova Yotova

Abstract 389

Kenji Kono

Abstract 367

Abstract 180

Tomoko Oto
Yasunobu Ito
Tobias Köllner
Sigurn Caspary
Clara Hyun-Jung Lee

Abstract 120

Kanae Teramoto

Abstract 294

Commodification of Legacy and Heritage on Nagashima Island
“Kefir, Fermented Milk Beyond Yogurt”: Marketing Culture and Expert Knowledge in a
Japanese Company
Zenginkyo as a Sacred Space: Centralization and Decentralization of Payment
System
Collaboration Between Engineers and Corporate Ethnographers: A Case Study of a
Corporate Laboratory of a Japanese Telecommunications Service Provider
Family Firms and Business Families in Russia and Japan: A Cross-Cultural Research
Perspective
The Creating Shared Value by the Enterprises
Spread of Institutions and Ideas on Human Rights Issues in the Supply Chain
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Panel no. 27 - The Future of Indigenous Knowledge in Anthropology
Convenors: Viacheslav Rudnev, Dorothy Billings
PANEL ABSTRACT
This panel will discuss the future of the anthropological pursuit of understanding of Indigenous Knowledge [Folk wisdom] as it has supported
and continues to support using life; and the relevance of this knowledge as nature and populations change in the coming age. The problem
of searching for harmony in the Society-Nature relationship continues to be the universal problem for the modern world. Overexploitation of
nature and the destruction of original landscapes have brought major problems in ecology, human health and have compelled human activity
in searching for a model of sustainable development for mankind. Anthropological science has collected original data about technologies,
procedures and cultural traditions, knowledge and tools of using for maintaining life-support activity in the pre-industrial epoch in a regime
that required the sparing of nature, as humans did not possess elaborate technologies that permitted them to ignore nature's own
requirements. We will focus attention on folk traditions in Nature using and society life (among peoples round the World) that supplement
modern knowledge about Nature and society, especially in relation to the increasing demands for multicultural dialog. We will discuss a role
of multi-scientific (interdisciplinary) approaches to Indigenous Knowledge research and follow a perspective of involving some Indigenous
Knowledge in process of decisions making (for instance in a Green economy and multicultural dialog), directed toward models of Sustainability
which will be necessary for society to survive in the 21st century. Cross-cultural investigation in legacies on Indigenous Knowledge will be an
immortal problem for the next generation anthropology.
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Abstract 216

Veronika Beranská
Zdeněk Uherek

Transfer of Medical Indigenous Knowledge: Central European Case

Abstract 192

Marina Martynova

Nature Using and Traditional Meals in Multicultural Community (the Case of Russia)

Abstract 190

Viacheslav Rudnev

Towards a New Vision of the Meaning of Folk Experience in Nature Using

Abstract 159
Abstract 138

James Sanford Phillips
Dorothy K. Billings

Abstract 61

Jamaal Santos Omamalin

Indigenous Peoples’ Legal Struggles in Guatemala
Anthropology’s Special Competence, Then, Now, and Future
“Tagay ta, Bai!”: The Social Dynamics of Filipino Social Drinking
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Panel no. 30 - Generational Affects: Anthropological Ways Toward Re-Enchanting
Disenchantment
Convenors: Lisa Richaud, Adam Kingsmith
PANEL ABSTRACT
From President Macron's recent public address blaming the French for being "too negative" to state-led promotion of positive psychology in
post-socialist China, governmentality seems increasingly veered toward saving present and future populations from "negativity". But what are
the operations of the "negative" that make it so central to state and market concerns? Put differently, what can negative affects do, in an age
of ecological anxiety, economic insecurity, migrant melancholy, suburban despair, technological FOMO, outrage against state brutality,
depression, grief, fear, boredom, loneliness? Rather than dismiss these pervasive feelings, this panel focuses in on affective modes of being
that context-specific emotional regimes condemn as unproductive or threatening to social order. Following the ongoing "affective turn" in the
humanities and social sciences, it invites ethnographic case studies to investigate how dysphoria operates, in order to better understand the
imaginaries and sociality that shape and are being shaped by future generations. To these ends, we welcome papers exploring: - Negative
affects as diagnostic tools for understanding social conditions and practices - Irruptions against explicit definitional acts or staged atmospheres
that manage or promote certain affects and dismiss or condemn others - Physical and discursive spaces, events - ranging from the most
obviously traumatic to the most mundane - and other insecurities through which affects materialize - Politicized and structured feelings,
emotions in the public sphere and power structures; feminist, queer, intersectional feelings; emotional labour, affective activism.
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Dreaming Peace. Indigenous Experiences and Dreamlike Stories in the Construction
of Historical Memory in Post-Conflict Societies in Latin America

Abstract 292

Gemma Celigueta
Gemma Orobitg
Xin Wang

Abstract 252

Athanasia Francis

“Machete to the Machos!”: Affective Activism in the Forth Feminist Wave

Abstract 167

Pedro Bogossian-Porto

Enveloped by Hope: Yiliao Pianju (Health Fraud Scam), Healthcare and Regimes of
Living in Post-reform China

“He Became Like a Father”: Images of the Leader in the Armenian Velvet Revolution
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Panel no. 31 - The Potentiality of Encounters
Convenors: Sabine Bauer-Amin, Aleksandra Reczuch
PANEL ABSTRACT
When two or more groups meet, who differ from each other based on their conceptions of self and other, their encounter rarely happens on
symmetrical grounds. Yet, these encounters are not just shaped by an experience of difference but have an inherent potentiality that can lead
to transformations even beyond their actual spatial or temporal location. Even eluded encounters can steer affective reactions, new meanings
and reshape social configurations. While the asymmetry in encounters might perpetuate in learned preconceptions about the Self and the
Other, embodied practices and intrinsic power differences, their transformative effect influences new phenomena of knowledge production
and subjectivities. Through the capacity of transcending abstract ideas about "the Other" into concrete experience, the encounter opens
space for dynamic negotiation and contestation (Fountain 2016). These dynamics raise the potential of transforming not just the ideas about
each other, but also give grounds for new practices and subjectivities. As a recently developed analytic lens (Schiocchet 2017, 2018,
forthcoming), the encounter allows us to see that first, notions of difference are constantly unfolding and embedded in various knowledge
systems that become enmeshed with each other, while second, certain concrete self-understandings, subjectivities and social phenomena
emerge out of these enmeshments. By focusing on the potentiality and the transformative power of encounters this panel seeks to foster a
discussion on enmeshed connections of knowledge production across knowledge systems, the role of the encounter in polarized societies,
new emerging subjectivities and affective reactions elicited by the potentiality of encounters across differences.
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Mirian Alves Souza

Cleavage and Hijab Among Women from the Syrian Conflict in Brazil

Abstract 430

Maja Dolinar

Generating New Knowledge in the Field through Art

Abstract 183

Sandra Fernandez

Doing Research as Racialised and Gendered Beings

Abstract 132

Anna Horolets

Abstract 129

Cecilia Guimarães Bastos

Abstract 62

Sabine Bauer-Amin

The Potentiality of Uncertainty: Polish Post 2004-Migrants’ Encounters with the
Other
An Anthropological Approach to Travel Encounters
Desired Encounters
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Panel no. 33 - Imagining Europe - Fantasies Around Migration to Europe
Convenors: Sophia Thubauville, Kristín Loftsdóttir
PANEL ABSTRACT
Over the last decade, migration to Europe has become the focus of heated debate. The image of massive migration of citizens from the
Global South looking for asylum and a better life in Europe has become a common place in media. This was accompanied by an increase in
right-wing preferences of European populations and a support of European countries to minimize not only the reasons for outmigration in the
origin countries, but also the fact that European geopolitics has historically played a role in this phenomenon. But Europe has not only been
a destination for asylum seekers and economic migrants from the Global South in the last decade. The story of migration in relation to Europe
has been much longer and complex and is a part of the histories of the European states themselves. The panel wants to deal with questions
regarding which fantasies and imaginations of Europe are entangled in migration. What imaginations have inspired migration to and from
Europe, as well as mobilized debates on migration? What futures are seen at stake and for whom? For example, we invite papers on the
following topics: - Europe after decolonization; - Migration from Europe to the Global South; - Migration of economic migrants, asylum seekers
and refugees; - Migration of highly skilled workers and academics; - Discourses of Europe and Europe's past as they relate to migration; Imaginations of the future in relation to migration.
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Sarah Bittel

Abstract 453

Vinicius Kaue Ferreira

Abstract 416

Kristin Loftsdóttir
Sigrún Valsdóttir

Abstract 401

Alina Ioana Branda

Abstract 385

Annika Kirbis

Abstract 178

Helena Dedecek Gertz

European Dreams - Briding Excepectations and Apsirations
Transnational Elites, Intertwined Histories: Postcolonial Imaginaries Amongst Indian
Scholars Building an Academic Career in the United Kingdom
Investing in the Future: Post-Crisis Migration Between Spain and Iceland

Fluid Europe? On Intra- European Imaginaries and Experiences of Migration
Fantasies of the 'Eternal Enemy': The Figure of the 'Turk' and Xenophobia in Austria
Today
Migrants Imagining Europe Through Media: Making the Case for a Research
Agenda
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Panel no. 35 - Time, (Im)Mobility and Vulnerability
Convenors: Flavia Cangia, Brigitte Suter
PANEL ABSTRACT
Mobility is deeply linked to the way we live time, construct our life trajectories, revisit our past, and imagine the future. Our experience of time
can have an impact on the way we make sense of ourselves as (im)mobile people, how we practice movement and engage with others in
mobility. At the same time, mobility is defined by social, material and physical circumstances that make movement (im)possible, and that can
put the individual in a vulnerable position, where the resources for, and capacity and potential to, move come to be missing. How do the
experience and practice of time (e.g., time-pass and wait, transitions and ruptures in the life-course, ageing, imagination of future, memory)
intertwine with those social, (im)material and physical vulnerabilities both hindering and resulting from mobility? We invite presentations that
focus on different (im)mobilities (including, but not limited to, tourism, migration, refugee migration and asylum-seeking, international
education, practices of cycling and other transport, settlement in migration). They should explore the interplay between time, (im)mobility and
vulnerability, in particular how the experience and practice of time affect or are affected by a person’s (in)capacity and potentiality to move,
with regard to (but not limited to) the following issues: Meanings and practices of “integration” in migration; Inter-ethnic relations, boundary
processes, practices and meanings of cosmopolitanism; Gender and family relations; The precarization of work, unemployment and the digital
economy; Inequalities linked to health and livelihood.
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Abstract 463

Łukasz Kaczmarek

Abstract 452

Paweł Tomasz Witanowski

Abstract 446

Robert Rydzewski

Abstract 433

Alice Gaya

Abstract 432

Anthony Howarth

Abstract 251

Léa Ruelle

Free Movement of Goods and… Servants
Young Academics’ Mobility. Compromises in the Present for the Sake of Desired
Future
Hope, Waiting and Mobility: Migrant Movement as In-Betweenness
(Im)Mobility and the Relationship Between Class, Ethnicity, Religion, Gender and
Nationality
It's Only a Matter of Time: The Affects of Temporal (Im)Mobility in an Urban Travellers’
Camp
The "Ritual of Suspens": Enabling the Deployment of an Invulnerable French Military
Unit by the Creation of Its Own Temporality
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Ayako Iwatani

Abstract 100

Sonja Faaren Ruud

Abstract 21

Katarzyna Wolanik Boström

Romani Castle as (Im)Mobile Architecture
Spending Money versus Spending Time: The Unequal Costs of Free Public
Transportation in Luxembourg
Ageing in the Aftermath of EU’s “Free Mobility”. Migrants from Central- and Eastern
European (CEE) Countries in Sweden
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Panel no. 41 - Technology: Teaching and Learning Anthropology Around the World
Convenors: Mary Hallin, Emma Ford
Discussant: Virgina R. Dominguez
PANEL ABSTRACT
Advances in technology have enabled new ways to teach and learn anthropology across the globe. This panel will explore the use of online
resources in the teaching and learning of anthropology internationally and global knowledge exchange. These resources include online
databases, e-libraries, e-books, audiovisual material (creating and consuming it), social media, online courses, podcasts, websites, video
calls or video conferencing. Papers will address questions of access and barriers to resources and research for teachers and learners, both
in and outside universities, around the world. Questions that need to be answered include: What technology solutions are needed to make
teachers and life-long learners of anthropology aware of the possibilities for accessing online resources and how can we support teachers
and learners in accessing the information they need?; What role can technology play in raising the public awareness of anthropology?; How
can technology support the teaching and learning of anthropology for people with disabilities?; How can we facilitate global knowledge
exchange and connect learners with other learners and teachers with other teachers?; How can we adapt resources developed in one country
to local contexts in another? The links between language, technology and education lead us to ask: What written and spoken styles are used
to present anthropology to different audiences?; In which languages are resources available and what does this mean for access? By bringing
together global examples, we will explore the past, present and future possibilities of technology for learners and teachers to engage with
anthropology.
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Abstract 431

Mary J. Hallin

Technology and Teaching: Advantages/Disadvantages, Issues to Consider and
Lessons Learned

Abstract 420

Emma Ford

Ideas from the Online Pivot: Behaviour and Social Interaction in Online Conferences,
Webinars and Training Sessions

Abstract 351

David Homa

New Methods of Learning: Connecting Students and Educators Through Technology

Abstract 346

Christa Markom
Jelena Tosic

Online Sources for Translating Anthropology into Teacher Education - Insights and
Outcomes from a European Educational Anthropological Research Project
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Abstract 329

Edward Liebow
Nate Wambold
Daniel Ginsberg
Nell Koneczny

Raising Our Voices – AAA’s 2020 Virtual Event Series and its Implications for
Quality, Breadth, Accessibility and Sustainability

Abstract 327

Michael Wesch

Teaching ANTH 101 Beyond Walls, Borders, and Ideologies: The Past and Future of
anth101.com

Abstract 316

H. Russell Bernard

Teaching Research Methods Online

Abstract 223

Francine Barone
Matthew Longcore

Teaching and Learning with the eHRAF Databases
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Panel no. 45 - Whose Future Is It? Temporality and Asymmetric Politics in Times of
Uncertainty
Convenors: Alexandra Schwell, Saša Poljak Istenič
PANEL ABSTRACT
Anthropology and ethnology have only recently begun to analyse how the future influences the present and how possible futures inform
actors' everyday actions in the present (Pink and Salazar 2017). Imaginations, anticipations, and aspirations regarding the future (Appadurai
2013) are informed by social, cultural, political, economic, and historical legacies and asymmetries. Such cleavages run across societies and
the globe, dividing populations according to class, "race", gender, and generations. Public debates and politics surrounding Fridays for Future,
climate change adaptation, the "refugee crisis", right-wing populism or illiberal democracies are increasingly framed in terms of generational
confrontation and merge with imaginations of global and social hierarchies and asymmetries. Yet, the position of an actor speaking in the
name of a generation constitutes a privileged position of enunciation, and this position derives its power from the asymmetry which it creates.
In this panel, we seek to analyse how imaginations and aspirations of a future are mobilized by different actors and institutions who claim
authority to speak in the name of future generations. We are interested in the politics of fighting for the planet, national identities, democracy
etc. and the way blaming populations constitutes and reproduces hierarchies in the name of generational and global justice. We aim to open
a debate on discursive, affective, mobilizing, and hegemonic strategies to justify interventions in political, economic, environmental, and other
arenas by paying attention to the notion of urgency and the way it is instrumentalized for social and political divisions based on temporalities
in times of uncertainty.
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Aet Annist

Abstract 439

Janine Schemmer

Abstract 364

Valentina Gulin Zrnić
Saša Poljak Istenič

Abstract 218

Alexandra Schwell

Living the Future: Pre-Figuring the Role of Climate Movements and Social Sciences
Amidst Urgency and Uncertainty
"Venezia FU-Turistica". Contrasting Imaginations of the City: Naval Gigantism vs.
Future Everyday Life
The Youth Momentum: Actions for the Futures
Urgency, Emergency, Emotion
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Magdalena Tendera

Abstract 75

Nina Vodopivec

Imagining Hunger: Sovereignty, Hunger Strikes and Experience of Famine in
Northern Ireland, Ukraine and Kazakhstan
The Future Is Now: Towards Social Responsibility and Care
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Panel no. 48 - "Twice-Migrants" in the Context of Nationality, Nationalism and
Nationhood
Convenors: Bobby Luthra Sinha, Anand Singh
PANEL ABSTRACT
Nationalities, nationalism and nationhood demonstrate a fluidity that are often a reflection of the situations in terms of political and economic
realities. These three are dynamic concepts regarding twice-migrants that are constantly re-examined, adapted, reassessed and renegotiated in accordance with prevailing conditions. Such a diversity of migrants adds to the complexity of issues that perennially
(re)negotiates identities and a sense of belonging in terms of nationalities, nationalism and "nationhood". Specific political, semantic and
geographic perspectives seek to understand these "twice migrants" who moved to/from/within Asia, Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean
towards newer destinations. Dispersed individuals and groups undergo a complex socio-political terrain owing to the diversity of their roots,
routes and reasons for moving from one into the other context of migration. In the process, these itinerant actors of varying descents claim
and (re)negotiate multiple origins and complex identities and build a migration centric socio-political evolution around the world. These
processes beg insights into at least some of the several important questions: Under what circumstances did members of the Diaspora
populations migrate/scatter from their earlier adopted homelands? What identity issues do they face in their newer destinations? Which
mechanisms have come in place to help them to integrate to the main stream society? What implications does this, "twice migration" hold for
the identities that they carry with them? What issues arise in their newly adopted countries between opposing factions from the same
provenance, country or regions?
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Abstract 417

Paulina Niechciał

Parsis in the United States of America as Zoroastrian “Twice Migrants” – Identity
Issues

Abstract 217

Paula Gadze
Zuleika Crosa

Ethnic Return Migration. a Case of Double Migration Between Argentina and Croatia

Abstract 185

Rita Reis

Volver: Transgenerational Student Migrations Among Sahrawi Refugees and Future
Perspectives Concerning the Return
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Panel no. 49 - Ethnographies of Neoliberalism: Hope or Pessimism?
Convenors: Sachiko Tanuma, Inge Daniels
PANEL ABSTRACT
In recent years, neoliberalism has come under critique within anthropology, as a political and economic force that subordinates social aspects
to the economy by marketing every aspect of life, and creating subjects willing to meet this demand (Ganti, 2014). Moreover, ethnographic
reports have been pessimistic of the neoliberal phenomenon, although situations of precarity may produce new socialities and openings.
Allison and Piot (2014) conclude that "there is emerging a type of melancholy rejouissance that points toward a different future". However,
when we explore some detailed ethnographic cases under the neoliberal conditions more carefully, we may find that they contain and/or offer
something positive; neoliberal conditions do not always work on behalf of the elite, as has been suggested by many. The less privileged also
hold expectations - that neoliberalism may grant them more freedom and justice, as the rules and orders of the past are broken. As
ethnographers, our role is not only to raise an alarm but also to show that neoliberalism is a double-edged sword. This must be accomplished
by describing indigenous experiences and narratives, and comparing this with other ethnographies. Such an analysis would clarify what it is
actually like living within neoliberalism. By examining the differences and variety of societies and people that cope with neoliberalism, we may
not only find a new and better way of responding to them in their/our daily lives but also expand our vision and way of "doing" ethnography.
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Abstract 404

Haruna Fukasawa

Immigration as a Changing Social Factor: The Case of Spain

Abstract 399

Tomoko Sakai

Desiring a Bond in Family Political Tensions: Everyday Ethics in Belfast After the
Brexit Referendum

Abstract 394

Tasuku Sasaki

Being Migrant/Refugee as a Process of Accumulation of "Migrant Capital” :The Case
of Central American Migrants in Mexico

Abstract 392

Mari Miyamoto

Transformation of Buddhist Monasteries into Entrepreneurial Bodies and Changes in
Their Relations with Communities and Temples in Bhutan

Abstract 384

Sachiko Tanuma

Looking at Japan through Cuban and Spanish Eyes: Why Some of Us Think There’s
No Alternative

Abstract 368

Koharu Shiozawa

Nightwork Anarchism: How Their Peer Relationship Helped Themselves
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Panel no. 50 - Invasiveness: Knowledges, Constructions and Representations of
Invasive Species
Convenors: Rui M. Sá, Rajindra K. Puri
PANEL ABSTRACT
Invasive and alien species (IAS) are recognized as one the main causes of biodiversity change and loss today, as well as a threat to livelihoods
and food security of biodiversity dependent societies around the world. In this context of global biodiversity change and other environmental
crises: how is anthropology, intellectually and practically, dealing with biological invasions? Departing from the concept of invasiveness and
the dichotomy of local versus non-local, this panel seeks contributions about invasive species and how they are changing, shaping or
transforming perceptions, identities, landscapes, histories and ecologies, thus creating new knowledge, new narratives and new practices.
How might invasive species be entangled with the economy, health and traditional ecological knowledge? How does anthropology stand
before this next-generation challenge? How can a better surveillance and monitoring system be designed that includes people's observations
and responses to invasive species? What are the strategies used by different actors to manage and control the invasion? Contributions could
be empirical, methodological and/or theoretical, from different latitudes and temporal timeframes, but must explore the dynamics posed by
biological invasions. The purpose of this panel is to debate new approaches and share finished, current or ongoing projects through an optic
focused on the invasive species.
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Abstract 442

Rui M. Sá

Sociocultural Perceptions About Invasive Species in the Territory of the Intermunicipal
Community Viseu Dão Lafões (Portugal)

Abstract 297

Cecilia Veracini
Marco Masseti

Ecological and Cultural Aspects of the Introduction of Non-Human Primates in Insular
Environments Beyond Their Homeland

Abstract 94

Gregory Lawrence Acciaioli

Tilapia Entailments: How Introduction of an Invasive Species Initiated and Then
Reversed Migrant Dominance at Lindu, Central Sulawesi (Indonesia)
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Panel no. 53 - The Human Legacy of Kinship
Convenors: Dwight Read, Vladimir Popov
PANEL ABSTRACT
There is substantial evidence that the beginning of humankind is accompanied by expanding plasticity of the human mind, thereby enabling
the creative generation of systems of language and, along with this form of communication, a way to form a new and unique form of social
interaction that we refer to as kinship. No other species is known to have this capacity. This panel will consider how this unique and welldefined way of communicating, classifying and organizing social behavior has been the subject of anthropological research, starting in the
14th century, then, after a hiatus, resuming in the 19th century, and continuing to this very day. Cross-cultural studies on the extensive
variation in kinship activity and forms of kinship among human groups, yet still possessing a unique commonality, continue to reveal
remarkable contributions to anthropological theory. These studies and their different approaches to research on kinship and kinship systems
will be presented by currently active researchers in anthropology who will share their results and insights.
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Abstract 443

Vladimir Aleksandrovich Popov

Communicative Discourse of Systems of Terms of Kinship and Affinity: The Russian
Case Study

Abstract 426

Anna Siim Moskvitina

Umm-walad (“Mother-of-child”) in Arabian Kinship and Inheritance of Power (a case
study of the Omani-Zanzibari al-Busaid Dynasty)

Abstract 360

Sam Passmore
Kyla Quinn
Catherine Sheard
Wolfgang Barth
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Joshua Birchall
Simon J. Greenhill
Nicholas D. Evans
Fiona M. Jordan

Kinbank: A Global Database of Kinship Terminology
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Abstract 233

Dwight Read

A Paradigm Shift: The Formal Basis for Descriptive Versus Classificatory
Terminologies

Abstract 181

Marnio Teixeira-Pinto

Polygyny, Incest and Other Conundrums in Anthropological Theories of Marriage

Abstract 65

Fadwa El Guindi

Abstract 09

Bradley E. Ensor

Suckling and the Coronavirus: What Does Each Tell Us About Kinship’s Human
Foundation
The Non-Patrilocal European Neolithic: A Critique of Interpretation in aDNA and
Isotope Research
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Panel no. 54 - What Can Anthropology Offer and What Can It Receive from the New
Generations? How to Set up a Bottom-Up Teaching and a Bidirectional Relationship
Convenors: Giovanna Guslini, Sabine Klocke-Daffa
Discussant: Vesna Vučinić Nešković
PANEL ABSTRACT
How can we establish an educational dialogue with the new generations in and outside schools at any level? How to communicate
anthropology to young people and at the same time grasp the value of the cultural experiences and researches they themselves produce in
the world of education? We welcome papers that show what anthropology can offer and what it can receive from the new generations. We
will analyze together laboratory experiences that have set up a bottom-up teaching and a bidirectional relationship where listening is
reciprocal. Can young people, educators and anthropology experts together look for new answers for our future, also involving schools and
institutions from different countries?
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Giovanna Guslini

Abstract 458

Lía Ferrero

Abstract 418

Nora Christine Braun

Abstract 387

Palmyra Jackson
Daniel Ginsberg

Abstract 377
Abstract 359

Shelene Gomes
Leonardo Carbonieri Campoy
Fagner Carniel

Abstract 322

Adam Runacres

I Research Too! Building Socio-Cultural Competencies Together Through Exchange
How to Teach Anthropology Beyond Anthropology
Research-Oriented Learning and Teaching in Anthropology as Educational Dialogue
between the Generations
A Bottom-Up Research Approach for Understanding How Undergraduate
Anthropology Students Prepare for Life After College
Cultivating Empathy: Student Ethnographic Projects in a Caribbean University
Why So Serious? How Anthropology Can Bring Pleasure Back to Class?

AnthroSchools: Reflections on Anthropology and Widening Participation in the UK
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Panel no. 56 - Mobilities and Materialities: Body, Infrastructure, and Environment
Convenors: Fukachi Furukawa, Aya Udagawa
PANEL ABSTRACT
The aim of this panel is to explore the material aspects associated with spatial mobility, especially focusing on the relationship between the
body, infrastructure, and the environment. Globalization makes lives increasingly more fluid. Some people move around the world for tourism
or business, whereas others are forced to move as migrant workers or refugees. At the same time, the development of new transport
technologies has been changing the "traditional" ways of movement, such as nomadism or pilgrimage. The importance of studying mobilities
has been pointed out many times in the humanities and social sciences. However, in the previous studies regarding urban transportation in
Western societies, the material aspects of the processes of human movements are not fully scrutinized. In this panel, presenters will illustrate
the ways of moving under various purposes, areas and environmental conditions, and pursue the following questions: how individual bodies
move with (or without) the vehicles; what kind of physical structures make it possible to move; and how people interact with the environment
on the move. This panel welcomes papers engaging with the above topics and issues, especially the studies that actually follow the moving
people. Furthermore, we aim to discuss what may change and what may not change in this globalized age and future, from people's moving
point of view.
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Walking Body, Bodies as Infrastructure: On the Arrangement of the “Road” in
Southern Foothills of Mt. Everest, Nepal

Abstract 395

Fukachi Furukawa

Abstract 263

Makibi Nakano

Abstract 243

Nikolai Sergeevich Goncharov

Abstract 235

Miki Namba

Abstract 156

Ryoko Sachi-Noro

Bodies, Mobilities and Materialities in the Space of “Gypsy Pilgrimage”

Abstract 34

Ketevan Gurchiani

Rivers as Entanglement of Natural, Supernatural and Infrastructural

Indigenous Knowledge for Fishing and Adapting for Material Change: Case of SamaBajau People in Indonesia
Modes of Space Using in the North of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
Dealing with Environments: Transitions in the Mobility and Materiality of Flexible
Infrastructure
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Panel no. 58 - Coming of Age for the Traditional Medicine System of Indigenous
Populations: Is Connecting the Unconnected the Way Forward?
Convenors: Nishant Saxena, Tom Marshall
PANEL ABSTRACT
The traditional medicine system of indigenous populations is a unique attribute which is found in these communities across the world. This
system of medicine is not just limited to treating a person for his "health" issue, rather also includes the aspects of faith and maintaining sociopsychological milieu of the society at large. The traditional healer is at the centre of this indigenous system of knowledge and is responsible
for its propagation to the next generation. On the contrary, the modern medicine system which is believed to have emerged along the lines
of the Industrial Revolution in the 18th century as a Science does not concern itself with empathy and relating with the socio-cultural notions
of its takers. Recent studies have shown that traditional healers provide healthcare that is comparatively affordable, accessible and
sustainable in areas inhabited by indigenous communities where the presence of modern medicine is generally scarce, misunderstood or
treatment is expensive. However, recent expansion of modern medicine in terms of access and scientific advances has started questioning
the presence of traditional medicine in these remote and often less accessible areas. Additionally, groups who have migrated to an urban or
new country of residence may experience dissonance between their traditional medical system and the dominant scientific biomedical model.
Under these circumstances, "connecting the unconnected" i.e. connecting the indigenous traditional healers to the public health system could
be the way forward. This panel proposes to bring in scholars from across the globe to a single platform where plausible solutions for
preservation and continuity of the traditional medicine system of indigenous populations can be deliberated. Also, recent studies related to
this knowledge system can be shared with a wider audience.
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Sakshi Saxena
Nishant Saxena

Abstract 391

Shruti Singh Saxena

Abstract 390

Nishant Saxena

An Integrated Future: Connecting The Unconnected Traditional Healing System

Delving into the Less Explored Traditional Knowledge of Ethnomedicine of the
Denotified, Nomadic and Semi-Nomadic Communities in Western India
Bridging Gaps in Access to Public Health in Tribal Areas of India: Connecting Science
and Community
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Abstract 326

Deborah Nadal

Abstract 308

Ivan Souček

Abstract 105

Stuti Singh
Roumi Deb
Nishant Saxena

Abstract 59

Arun Kumar

Abstract 27

Rajesh Gururaj Kundargi

Rabies Is Not a Disease. Faith and Traditional Healers Talking About Rabies
Vaccination in Rural India
Rethinking Traditional Medicine: Anthropology and Shifting Discourse on Possession
and Ritual Healing in India
Ethnomedicinal Practices for Animal Bites Among Saharias of Madhya Pradesh - a
Particularly Vulnerable Tribal Group of India

Traditional Food and Products to Achieve SDGs in India
Situating Traditional and Modern Reproductive Healthcare within the Contemporary
Discourse on Public Health in Rural South India
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Panel no. 60 - Anthropology as Education. Exploring Practices and Opportunities to
Employ Anthropology in the Formation of the Citizens and the Professionals of the
Future
Convenors: Leonardo Menegola, Joy Hendry
PANEL ABSTRACT
Doesn't contemporary world need more anthropology? And wouldn't both citizens and (many) professionals nowadays need not just more
anthropologists around, but rather more anthropological skills for themselves, to learn and bring into their personal and working lives?
Anthropology is an object of education for non-anthropologists: either in the basic educational curriculum of future citizens, close to the other
"traditional" subject matters; or in the training of such professionals as, for example, educators and health professionals, among others. This
raises the issue, whether and how anthropology as a discipline could be synthesized in its mindset, ethos, concepts and methods, how could
it be simplified or even "reduced" into an object of education, in order to become itself education for non-anthropologists. Anthropology deals
with mutually differing identities; reciprocally complementary epistemologies; specular ways of organizing knowledge and belief, the truth and
the world. As a discipline of mediation and comparison, it works at making diversities meet with and relate to one another. It "analyzes" by
connecting any phenomenon to its context, to a broader picture. Can such an approach be defined, objectified at the service of other types
education? This panel aims at discussing real or desirable ways of employing anthropology in education, on the one side, as a subject matter
in compulsory education, to the advantage of tomorrow's citizens; on the other, in higher education curricula, at the benefice of future
professionals in a number of different fields, from relationship to care and beyond, in institutions and management.
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Tracy R. Rone
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Viviana Luz Toro Matuk
Stefano Fontana

Abstract 406

Manuela Tassan

Anthropology for All: Insight for an Anthropology as Education Curriculum
Anthropology in Physiotherapist Education. The Physician Poetic Body and the
Importance of the Encounter in Caring Education
Anthropology for Upper Secondary School Teachers: A Reflection on Italian
Experience
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Angeliki Mitropoulou

The Practical Value of Anthropological Understandings on Empathy. Teaching
Anthropology to Future Greek Doctors

Abstract 353

Rogéria Campos de Almeida
Dutra

Anthropology in Brazilian Secondary Education: Increasing the Notion of Brazilian
Citizenship

Abstract 323

Adam Runacres
Remi Davis

Reconciling Differences and the Challenges of Building Anthropology into English
School Subjects

Abstract 245

Toshiaki Inoue

Abstract 24

Marija Raguž

Anthropology for High-Level Professional Caregivers
History of Medicine Syllabi and Medical Anthropology: An Experience from Croatia
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Panel no. 63 - Coming of (Old) Age on Earth: Imagining Our Aging Future
Convenors: Jason Danely, Erika Takahashi
PANEL ABSTRACT
Every step into the future is a new moment of growing older both as individuals and as a human population: by 2050, the number of people
aged 80 years or older will reach 425 million, quadruple what it was at the turn of the century. Just as feminism and anti-racism constituted
the major political movements of the late 20th and early 21st century, ageism, and its intersections with other movements will shape political
resistance in the coming decades. The political potential of old age has been largely silenced by fixing it to notions of an obsolete or nostalgic
past, while the future belongs to youth. This panel asks how anthropology can challenge this model of aging and how older adults contribute
to the future of life on earth, not as an obsolete surplus population, but as models of enduring commitment shaping new forms of the social
life course. Half a century after Margaret Mead's typology of pre- and post-figurative societies defined the concept of a generation gap, few
anthropologists have brought her ideas into conversation with contemporary theory. The need for cultural and moral wisdom of elders remains
more important than ever to counter-balance a future defined merely by a fetishization of the "new". What ethnographic material (usually
based on present practice) could be of use to shape the future? The next generation of age-inclusive societies will need to undergo radical
cultural changes that affect the ways people live and work, care for each other, and participate in political life.
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Abstract 382

Brigitte Möller

Giving Meaning to ‘Cultural-Sensitive’ Elderly Care by Care-Receivers and CareGivers in a Dutch Hospital

Abstract 303

Tihana Rubić

The Future of Aging: Practices, Narrations, and Envisioning of Aging in Zagreb's
Urban Space

Abstract 286
Abstract 271

Esther Hertzog
Assaf Lev
Erika Takahashi

Abstract 266

Jason Danely

Who is old? Studying Ageism in an Israeli Gym
Imagining/Dis-Imagining the Future of My Home: Uncertainty in Finnish Older Adults’
‘Housing Trajectories’
Invisibility and Integration: Two Futures of the World’s Oldest Country
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Abstract 221

Ana Perinić Lewis
Tatjana Škarić-Jurić
Jasminka Despot Lučanin
Šime Smolić

Abstract 154

Celeste Pang

Experience and Sense of Home in Oldest – Old Retirement Home Residents from
Zagreb, Croatia

Aging with Interruptions
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Panel no. 64 - Sensory Environmental Relationships - Between Memories of the Past
and Imaginings of the Future
Convenors: Blaz Bajic, Ana Svetel
PANEL ABSTRACT
Recently, cultural anthropology, and humanities and social sciences generally, witnessed a proliferation of "ethnography on foot" (Ingold and
Lee Vergunst 2008) which was often employed in the context of emerging sensory studies (Howes 2003; Pink 2009). Much of this research
was done in urban environments and with a special emphasis on past and present sensory experiences (Bajič and Abram 2019). Less
attention, however, was devoted to rural and natural environments, other types of mobility, and the ways in which sensory environmental
relationships are entangled in people's imaginings of the future. Nevertheless, these critical terms - pertaining to temporalities, spatialities
and mobilities - cannot be properly understood if taken in isolation from each other and from the particular socio-cultural contexts of their
employment. This panel invites papers addressing the question of how do embodied and emplaced practices of sensing and moving in and
through diverse environments inform the processes of remembering the past, experiencing the present and imagining the future. How do
people moving along their everyday and exceptional routes, leisure- and work-related, alone and in company of others negotiate diverse
discourses? What kinds of framings encourage, and how, people to reflect, recognize, reconsider, and reevaluate their individual and
collective pasts, presents, and futures? What kinds of action, if any, are provoked by specific sensory encounters and relationships with the
environment? This panel welcomes ethnographic studies of sensing and mobilities in diverse environments and socio-cultural contexts, as
well as theoretical considerations of sensory environmental relationships' "touch" of pasts, presents and futures-
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Abstract 348

Sara Nikolić

Spray Paint, Sludge and Sautéed Onions: Smellscapes of New Belgrade

Abstract 170

Shuji Iijima

Sensory Impairment or Alternative Way of Life: Participating the Blind World in Japan

Abstract 70

Yasmine Eve Lucas

Playing in the Uncanny: In Search of the Otherwise of Poland’s Jewish Revival
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Panel no. 71 - Encounters Across Difference: Moving Beyond Dark Anthropology
Convenors: Natalia Bloch, Noel B. Salazar
PANEL ABSTRACT
A. M. Nogués Pedregal noticed that the scholarly focus on dialectics rather than on dialogics has limited our anthropological understanding
of sociocultural processes and the production of knowledge (2008: 148). While he referred to tourism contexts, the same can be said about
encounters that are the outcome of other forms of mobility (e.g. economic migration, forced migration, etc.). The long-standing tradition of
interpreting both tourism and migration by employing a center/periphery binary and focusing on "difference" has resulted in narratives of
conflict, subordination or resistance. Sherry B. Ortner (2016) identified this tendency - present in our discipline since the 1980s - as "dark
anthropology". We have tended to perceive the world through the lens of ubiquitous "power, exploitation, and chronic pervasive inequality"
(2016: 50). Such approach makes our field of theorization close-ended. Ortner thus calls us for overcoming these dark tendencies, while not
ignoring the wider contexts of power and inequalities. Arjun Appadurai's anthropology of aspiration and possibilities is one of these
approaches. The aim of this panel, then, is to explore spaces of dialogue, cooperation, reciprocity, closeness, care, friendship and intimacy
in encounters that are the outcome of mobilities, along with the possibilities they bear. We seek ethnographically grounded studies of informal,
interpersonal encounters "across difference" (Tsing 2005) in order to pose the critical question whether they have the potential to create
meaningful relationships that would broaden horizons of hope and shape a better future.
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Abstract 275

Marek Pawlak

Friendship in the Times of Pandemic: Empathy, Care and Sharing Among Highly
Skilled Migrant Women in Norway
Not-So-Empty Meeting Grounds. Encounters Across Difference in the Informal
Tourism Sector in India
Transformative Encounters: Guided Tours and Guidebooks as Tools to Move Beyond
Multicultural Tolerance
Caring for People Through Caring for Plants: A Therapeutic Gardening Project for
Refugees and Asylum Seekers in Manchester, UK
Temporal Encounters: Crisis, Migration and Futures in Iceland
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Panel no. 73 - New Social Movements and Development: Perspectives from Global
South
Convenors: Iswar Naik, Raghurama Trichur
PANEL ABSTRACT
Popular people's struggles in the Global South suggest the need for the development of new and politically enabling categories of analysis,
and new ways of understanding contemporary social movements. It shows how social movements in Africa, South Asia, Latin America, and
the Middle East politicize development in an age of neoliberal hegemony. It will be explores the complexities and potential for change in a
new wave concerned with contemporary patterns of development. New social movements emerged in the 1980s in Europe. These
movements were seen as "new" in contrast to the "old" working‐class movement identified by Marxists as the major challenger to capitalist
society. By contrast, NSMs are organized around gender, race, ethnicity, youth, sexuality, spirituality, countercultures, environmentalism,
animal rights, human rights, and the like. New social movements emerged in the 1970s to explain the proliferation of post-industrial, qualityof-life movements that are difficult to analyze using traditional social movement (Melucci 1989). As the German Green Party slogan of the
1980s suggests - "We are neither right nor left, but ahead" - the appeal of the new social movements also tends to cut across traditional
class, party politics, and socioeconomic affiliations to politicize aspects of everyday life traditionally seen as outside politics. Moreover, the
movements themselves are more flexible, diverse, shifting, and informal in participation and membership.
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Abstract 95

Sipra Sagarika

Hybrid Social Movement Over Health Care in Contemporary Nepal
The Disability Movement: Reflection from Global South
Collective Attempt to Re-Center Femininity
The Naxalite Movements and Development Challenges in India: A Case Study of
Odisha
Understanding New Social Movement through Niyamgiri Movement in Odisha
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Panel no. 74 - Coming of Age on Bilingual Education in Liangshan and New Global
Comparisons
Convenors: Ga Wu, Maria Kaczmarek
PANEL ABSTRACT
The panel will discuss about international and domestic documents related to bilingual education, and in particular a series of activities to
celebrate the 40th anniversary of the State Council Plan for normalizing the Yi script. There is good news is that Honghe College will recruit
the first batch of students majoring in Yi studies in 2020, which will help ensure the enrollment of postgraduate students and doctoral students
majoring in science or liberal arts. The situation in science is not as good as that in liberal arts. According to the relevant documents and laws
of the Ministry of Education, especially the Department of Education of Sichuan Province, ever since 2020, in examinations for the type-one
model students in Yi minority region, all the examination paper of science mathematics has been written in the Yi characters, without any
explanation in Chinese. To enrich discussion part, we invite the latest reserch findings published by the world’s leading scholars on the
bilingual education in science for indigenous peoples and minorities (USA, Canada, UK, Australia, New Zealand).
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Ding Yang
Zhiyong Yang

Standardized Yi Language Scripts and the Relevant Supplied Design for the Preschool Education
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Zhenghao Cheng
Kailian Luo

Brief Introduction of the Formulation Process of Yi Specification Scheme
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Source Exploration of Characters of Yi and Han from the Perspective of
Archaeology: Case of Summer Camps by River Daduhe
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Standardization of Yi Script Plan and Improvement of Bilingual-Education-TeachingMaterials for Discipline Humanities of Type One Model School
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Zigen Xie
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Wen Gao
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Standardization of the Yi Script Plan and Promoting the Inheritance and
Development of the Yi Costume Culture

Abstract 98

Budu Yihuo

The Application of 1980 Standardization YI Script Plan in Liangshan YI Nationality
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Yu Luo
Xingxing Deng
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Kailian Luo
Han Luo

Abstract 89

Chun Li
Ling TANG
Kairong CHEN

Standardization of YI Script Plan and Cultivation of Psychological Quality of Middle
School YI Students in SHIMIAN
Third Plenary Session of CCP’s Eighteenth Central Committee Promotes Advancing
the State Administration System - YI Script and Governing Capacity Project

Strengthen Bilingual Education in Ethnic Minority Areas with the Focus on Rural
Education
1980 Standardizing Yi Script Plan and the Countermeasures of Promoting the 1980
Standardizing Yi Script Plan
Let the Yi - Han-Chinese "Bilingual" Teaching Methods Be Succeed in Liangshan
Area
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School Based XBJC Teaching Materials by the Siyuan Primary School - Preschool/
Firstyear/Middle School/Transition
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Ding Yang

The Application Status of Standardizing Yi Language in Yi Area of China and the
Countermeasures of Popularizing and Standardizing It
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Ga Wu
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The Effect of the State Council's Yi Script Standardization Plan on the Construction
of Math-Sciences-Disciplines - Policy Changes/Local Efforts
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Standardization of the Yi Script Plan and Yi Japanese Bilingual Education
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Panel no. 75 - Legacies and Next Generation Parenting
Convenors: Eva Anđela Delale, Jelena Seferović
PANEL ABSTRACT
What will the good parenting be in the future? What is a critical postmodernist position in view of parenting? Two basic aspects of parenting,
parental practices and experience of parenthood have been explored worldwide for the last hundred years. In practice, within many societies
and countries, there is, sometimes even growing disagreement about the roles of the parents and the state in the protection of the rights of
the child. New spaces for constructing notions of children and childhoods, with an active and participatory view of the child opened more
dynamic views of the role of parenting and more democratic tendencies in the adult-child relationship. What is the new understanding of
parenting within those changes? What was and what we expect to be the experience of parenthood of parents with mental health problems
in the future? What is quality of parenting after divorce? In which way are the gender roles connected to the parenthood? Coming of age
suggests that we look at past and present experience of parenting in order to assess needs for future conceptualization of "the best possible
parenting". Under conditions of dynamic change, what are the anchors of tradition and what role do we play to make parenting "the best
possible"? We are looking for researches, case studies and all possible appropriate socially constructed discourses across disciplines for
parenting.
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Sleep Patterns and Use of Electronic Devices in Adolescents from Two Perspectives:
A Pilot Study
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Davorka Osmak-Franjić

Abstract 293

Jelena Seferović

Parenting Children with Mental Disorders and Intellectual Disabilities at the Turn of the
19th and 20th Centuries in Croatia

Abstract 06

Saleh Said Adem

Maternal Absence and Transnational Female Labour Migration; Implications for
Mothering

Hope of Mothers During Pregnancy and in the Postpartum Period

The Role of Parents in Exercising the Participatory Rights of the Child
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Panel no. 77 - Health Transition in Modern Societies
Convenors: Jelena Šarac, Noel Cameron
PANEL ABSTRACT
Since Omran's description of "epidemiologic transition" in 1971 research across developing and industrialised nations has identified the
complex patterning of health and disease and their associated demographic, socioeconomic, social, and behavioural determinants. In the
last two decades, the wider framework of "health transition" has been used to elaborate the simple notion of a shift from communicable to
non-communicable diseases (NCD) as the major cause of mortality across the globe. In this paradigm it is recognised that understanding the
cultural, social, and behavioural factors that drive transition is fundamental to elucidating the ways in which health care can be improved and
the increasing prevalence of mortality from NCDs prevented. Special attention is now being given to the relationship between maternal and
child health and the critical periods in human growth when it can have a sustainable effect on the child's health across the life course. In this
context, maternal and child issues during gestation, infancy, and childhood have been a particular focus. In addition, the development of
habitual physical activity and nutritional behaviours during late childhood and adolescence have been identified as critical determinants of
increasing the risk for NCDs in early adulthood. This panel will be used to explore the anthropological approaches to understanding the
cultural, social, and behavioural factors associated with health transition in a variety of national developmental and transitional scenarios.
Reference: Omran AR. The epidemiologic transition. A theory of the epidemiology of population change. Milbank Mem Fund Q. 1971
Oct;49(4):509-38.
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Leslie Sue Lieberman

Abstract 10

Ravinder Singh

Sex Ratio at Birth and Gestational Age of Lithuanian Newborns in Relation to Global
Economic Recessions and Local Social Measures

Health Transition and Paradigm Shift in Brazil: The Immunosuppression Versus
Immunostimulation Debate on the Internet
Adolescent Obesity Transition from Stigma to Positive Body Image: The Role of
Popular Media
Indigenous Healing Ways and Intellectual Property Rights: Cross-cultural Perspectives
on Effective Integration
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Panel no. 81 - Essentialism in Deprecatory Expressions of the Other: Comparing Mid19th to Mid-20th Century Examples with Those of the Early 21st Century
Convenors: Andrew 'Mugsy' Spiegel, Marie Wallace
PANEL ABSTRACT
Building on the history of racism during the slave trade and the global institutionalisation of slavery, colonialism relied on essentialising
constructions (images; expressions) of the colonised to deprecate and subordinate them. Similar constructed images appeared during
nationalism's 19th Century rise and nationalism's particularly acute form in much of Europe during the early-mid 20th lead up to and during
World War Two. Responses to the atrocities committed during that war led to various efforts globally to overcome the phenomenon. They
included commitment to universal human rights including recognising all humans as equal and their socio-cultural practices as equally valid
and acceptable, provided they do not interfere with those of others. Yet the 21st Century has seen widespread reversal of those commitments.
Despite retention of the UN's Universal Declaration of Human Rights, similar kinds of essentialist images are today drawn upon for
constructing socio-cultural boundaries that exclude and marginalise many. The panel invites papers offering examples of both earlier and
recent uses of essentialist expressions and images for deprecatory purposes. While the panel's goal is to compare how essentialism works
in diverse contexts, it welcomes papers offering examples of how essentialist constructions (images; expressions) work for deprecatory
purposes in one spatial or temporal context, as well as papers comparing essentialism at work in different periods and/or places. Particularly
welcome are papers addressing the relationship between the use of essentialist images or expressions for deprecatory purposes and the
particular political-economic context in which they are used - whether empirical or theoretical, or both.
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Jonatan Kurzwelly
Malin Sonja Wilckens

Abstract 119

Sofia Poulia

Bantus and Bushmen: A Critique of the Core Essentialism of South African History
and Social Sciences
Making the Other: Essentialism in Images of South African Traditionality
Calcified Identities: Persisting Essentialism in Collections of Human Remains
Transnational Lives: Essentialism in the Construction of National Identity
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Panel no. 84 - Imagine Kinship!
Convenors: Klavs Sedlenieks, Anna Klimova
PANEL ABSTRACT
This panel invites papers that explore how imagination shapes ways relatedness and kinship are understood, pictured and narrated in various
aspects of human life from personal, public and state perspective linking past and present. We ask who, how, and in what way are imagined
to be related, and how is this represented and narrated - starting from family trees, charts and family photo albums, and ending with drawings,
maps, databases, documents, bureaucratic procedures, and other rituals. How does the dead or the ones that have never lived, or are just
to be born enter the picture? How are they (dis)similar to the living? How are they able to maintain a place in social life and how do they
shape individuals' pasts, presents and futures? And how does the "transparency" of kinship cast by genetic research create new imagined
horizons? Bureaucrats and politicians imagine relatedness, too, defining what is the desired outcome, who are to be included and who will
never be, thus influencing the way the state is performed and perceived as well. We invite colleagues who want to further explore imagination
as a tool for understanding how kinship works and what it does, and by that attempt a fresh dialog with this ancestor in anthropology.
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Chihiro Nakayashiki

Abstract 325

Lara McKenzie

Abstract 291

Paola Juan

Abstract 232

Federica Manfredi

Spiritual Being Makes Kinship: The Case of the Tibetan Society in North India
Enduring Relations? Imagining Kinship and Coupledom in Age-Dissimilar Unions
Kinship, Intimacy and the Imaginary of a New Psychiatric Alterity
Creating a Hook Family. Ethnographical Data from an Ongoing Fieldwork on
Contemporary Body Suspension in Europe
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Panel no. 87 - Capitalizing Return. Remigrants and Transnational Networks as
Significant Actors of Change
Convenors: Caroline Hornstein Tomic, Remus Gabriel Anghel
PANEL ABSTRACT
Return migration/remigration has become an increasingly important topic in migration literature. Contemporary migration patterns evolving
worldwide, intensified mobility between countries of origin and destination, and the reconceptualization of return as a diversified process all
suggest connecting remigrant mobilities and their reinsertion in societies of origin with their transnational connectivity as key resource for
individual life prospects and societal development. This panel focuses on remigrants who, during processes of return and reinsertion in their
countries of origin, are becoming important actors of change, by tapping into transnational networks whilst engaging in crucial domains, such
as IT, trade, academia, or other. It looks into cases where return becomes of critical importance both for countries of origin and destination
simultaneously, through remigrants capitalizing on and developing transnational ties and thus contributing to significant social, institutional
and cultural change.
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Caroline Hornstein Tomić

Return Migrants' Contribution to Social Change: Sketch of a Typology for Croatia
Since the Transition

Abstract 478

Ingrida Gečienė-Janulionė

Civic and Political Contribution of the Remigrants in Central East European
Countries

Abstract 461

Ovidiu Oltean

Abstract 444

Caroline Hornstein Tomić
Dora Bagić
Maja Kurilić

Abstract 407

Indra Lukosiene

Sensemaking of "Making the Change": Social Remittances of High-Skilled
Remigrants in Lithuania

Abstract 376

Vytis Ciubrinkas

Factors for Enacting of Social Remittances of Migrants 'Returning with Resources'.
the Case of Lithuania

Transnational Return and the Development of New Mobilities
Permanent Traces of Temporary Residents? Explorations into a Current Migration
Phenomenon in Croatia
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Violetta Parutis
Marta Buler

Small-Scale Entrepreneurship Among Return Migrants in Romania

Few Successful, Many Mobiles. Transnational Return, Ongoing Mobility, and Social
Differentiation in Romania
Reasons for Return, Transnational Belonging, Re-Adaptation and Social
Remittances
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Panel no. 88 - Emerging Urban Political Subjectivities: Synergies, Tensions,
Contradictions, and Transformations in Pluralizing Cities
Convenors: Tilmann Heil, Raúl Acosta
PANEL ABSTRACT
Cities are cross-roads where the numerous effects of neoliberal capitalism and (post)modern biopolitics converge with scores of countermovements challenging them and proposing alternatives. In this context we ask how urban dwellers and traversers who strive for change of
the terms of urban life become involved in the political. This panel aims to understand such emerging urban political subjectivities. We invite
papers that observe such changes either regarding a specific subset of urban populations (e.g. activists, migrants, believers, students,
homeless), specific causes (e.g. mobility, housing, security), or in overall urban governance schemes (e.g. private-public partnerships,
participatory processes). The panel is particularly interested in innovative takes on the political that study the entanglements of materialities,
people, and acts. We invite critical engagements with the - in our view - problematic conceptual distinctions between the political, the ethical,
and the emotional. A key concern of ours is: How do non-hegemonic cosmovisions shape urban political subjectivities and how do their
proponents re-define both the content and form of the political. Not only urban assemblages are plural, but also their styles and forms of
addressing the political, fluently re-entangling materialities, actors, and acts. This fluidity challenges simple concepts of the political and
signals urban becoming in multiplicity. Urban political subjectivities hence may go through rapid changes. Through increased analytical
ethnographic attention into such emerging configurations and their synergies, tensions, and contradictions, the panel aims to make a valuable
contribution to understanding and shaping more sustainable and resilient urban futures.
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Lorena Volpini

Organising by Keeping Them Alive: Black Women NGO Leaders as Political Actors
in a Brazilian Periphery

Abstract 386

Stoyanka Andreeva Eneva

Abstract 374

Indrani Mukherjee

A Confluence Between Biopolitics, Securetisation and Technology: The Case of a
Gated Community in Gurugram, India Through the COVID-19 Pandemic

Abstract 259

Tilmann Heil

Fragmented Political Action. Enacting Multiplicity Framed by Coalitions Among Rio
de Janeiro’s Migrant and Non-Migrant Inhabitants

Abstract 254

Raul Gerardo Acosta Garcia

Intimate Urban Ecologies: Cycling in Mexico City as Path to Environmental Activism

No Escape from the Neighbourhood: Racism and Anti-Racist Spaces in Madrid
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A Common Language. Institutions, Third Sector and Counter-Hegemonic
Movements in Turin, Italy
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Panel no. 89 - Rethinking East Asian Anthropologies in Historical Perspective
Convenors: Okpyo Moon, Junji Koizumi
Discussant: Kwang-ok Kim
PANEL ABSTRACT
It has become widely acknowledged that anthropologies in different parts of the world may not always share common theoretical or empirical
issues and therefore anthropologists need to be more conscious of and responsive to the regionally specific research subjects, relevant
methodologies and potential and actual hegemonic relations. Even within a region, however, complicated histories often present considerable
obstacles to any endeavor toward enhancing mutual dialogues. The difficulties seem to be particularly substantive in East Asia where both
the long literate traditions and different disciplinary trajectories present further barriers to mutual communication despite the geographical
proximity and mutual interest. This panel aims at exploring the historical backgrounds that have led to the different kind of anthropological
practices in East Asia at present. Why only "minority issues" seem to constitute the main concerns of Chinese anthropology, why Japanese
anthropologists working on East Asian societies appear to be mostly interested in historical and folkloric issues rather than theoretical issues
of contemporary anthropology, what are the Japanese colonial legacy in Korean anthropology or folklore studies, etc. are among the central
questions to be addressed in this panel which intends to be a part of ongoing attempt to attain a deeper level of intra-regional understandings
among anthropologies and their practitioners in East Asia.
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Yukihiro Kawaguchi
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Abstract 32

Jeong Duk Yi
Ji Young Yang
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Abstract 16

Gang Chen

Why Are Japanese Anthropologists Working on East Asian Societies Interested in
Historical and Folkloric Issues?
How Has Korean Anthropology Been Eurocentric?
History of Japanese Anthropological Mongolian Studies from the Beginning of 20th
Century
The Development of Chinese Anthropology and Its Future Outlook
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Panel no. 90 - The role of Applied Anthropology in Behavior Change Communication
(BCC) in HIV prevention and COVID-19: focus on generational, cultural and life
challenges
Convenors: Anita Nudelman, Sanja Špoljar Vržina
PANEL ABSTRACT
Anthropologists have been in the forefront of trying to understand socio-cultural and gender barriers related to HIV/AIDS, bridging cultural
perspectives with biomedical ones, contributing through BCC programs related to testing, treatment and prevention. Simultaneously, critical
medical anthropology’s efforts to grapple with culture, change, biomedical and social challenges of the 21st century has supported
Sustainable Development Goals, while also testing them. With the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020 this quest is pushed further. Great advances
were made in addressing HIV and AIDS. Nevertheless in 2019, 1.7 million became newly infected. The same pattern of inequity shapes the
burden of both HIV and COVID-19 since their adverse effects increase social and economic disparities, affecting poor and marginalized
people, particularly key populations, young women and girls. Further exacerbations due to lockdowns, school closure, domestic violence and
loss of income are expected. This Panel focuses on challenges ahead, highlighting effective culture and gender-sensitive solutions,
acknowledging changing contexts and attitudes towards HIV, as well as resilient cultural perceptions, stigma and discrimination towards
people living with HIV, and those affected by COVID 19. Considering the importance of empowering young people and communities to lead
the change towards HIV prevention, the panel welcomes, programs, interventions and best practices focusing on issues such as BCC related
to HIV, comprehensive sexuality education and innovative coping strategies developed during the COVID-19 epidemic. Contributions of
applied medical anthropology (planning, effectiveness) will be discussed in view of the most current agendas, in liaisons with other disciplines
such as sociology, education, bioethics and communications.
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Vulnerable Groups and COVID-19 in Mexico. Responsible, Supportive or Absent
Policies?
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Intercultural Processes in Traditional Health Systems: The Case of Amuzgos from
Guerrero, Mexico Against COVID-19

Abstract 479

Paul Nchoji Nkwi

Abstract 423

Catherine Barasa Asekenye

Abstract 419

Michelle R. Kaufman

From HIV to COVID-19 - Learning from Youth and their Use of Digital Technology to
Combat Pandemics

Abstract 408

Bai Cham
Anita Nudelman
Fanta Jatta Sowe
Almamo Barrow

Information, Education and Communication and Behaviour Change Communication
(IEC/BCC) Approaches on HIV in The Gambia. A Qualitative Operational Research

Abstract 400

Sanja M. Špoljar-Vržina
Marija Geiger Zeman
Zdenko Zeman

Lessons Forgotten from HIV/AIDS, Lessons Imposed Through COVID-19: Illusionary
Worlds of Global Public Health Management

Abstract 354

Francisco Antonio Ramirez-Rojas
Maria Guadalupe Ramirez-Rojas

Protective Practices Against COVID-19 Among Amuzgos Nancue Ñomndaa from
Guerrero, Mexico. Discussions from Resilience

Abstract 307

Maria Guadalupe Ramirez-Rojas
Lina Diaz-Castro
Hector Cabello Rangel
Ever Sánchez Osorio
Mauricio I. Velázquez-Posada

Performance of the Health System in Mexico in the Face of the COVID-19
Pandemic from the Perspective of Key Actors

Emerging Epidemics: HIV And COVID-19: African Perspectives
Anthropological Reflections on the Impact of Epidemics on Women and Girls in
Uganda: Could Inclusive Responses Have Better Social Outcomes?
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Panel no. 91 - Knowing in the Field: Ethnography in Overbearing Conditions (sponsored
by the Arab Council for the Social Sciences)
Convenors: Muzna Al-Masri, Elizabeth Saleh
PANEL ABSTRACT
This panel invites contributions on ethnographic practice and knowledge in critical times, asking the question: How can ethnography help us
understand and produce knowledge in crisis-ridden and overbearing conditions of the world today? A growing preoccupation and engagement
with the conditions of our field-sites, urges ethnographers to devise critical ways of exploring them, over and above self-awareness in the
field and through rendering knowledge production collective, collaborative and public at various stages of the knowledge making. We are
looking for papers that address ethnographic and epistemological experiences, research method and interpretation in light of the emergence
of present social, political and economic conditions and scholarly considerations. What preoccupies the ethnographer during critical times
today? What can attention to ethnographic experience tell us about the circumstances that come to bear upon informants and researchers
alike, in significant and sometimes unavoidable ways? What are the knowledge production implications of "living in" the field vs. encountering
it? We also welcome papers on the status and role of reflexivity particularly when reflexivity moves beyond the individually-centered focus
and on experiences of collective and collaborative ethnographic research.
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Kholoud Al-Ajarma
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Abstract 195

Myriam Amri

Abstract 91

Bogdan Dražeta

Aspects of the Researcher’s Identity and Their Impact on Ethnographic Research
Between the "Revolutionaries" and the "Sceptics": Ethnographic Research in
Emergent and Polarized Political Moments
The Thawra as Ethnographic Frame: Insights from an Ethnographer in/from Tunisia
Ethnographic Experience in Bosnia and Herzegovina: "Living in" the Field and
Encountering Fieldwork Challenges in Urban Areas
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Panel no. 93 - European Makings of "Good" and "Bad" Refugees: Contestations of the
Right to Have Rights
Convenors: An Van Raemdonck, Katarzyna Grabska
Discussant: Heide Castañeda
PANEL ABSTRACT
While the sense of crisis and emergency in Europe concerning the Syrian refugee crisis has wavered, the figure and presence of migrants
and refugees keep playing a significant role in European politics and policies, public imagery and self-positioning. Scholars have pointed at
the construction of hierarchies of "deserving" people in need and differentiations between "good" and "bad" refugees (Mavelli and Wilson,
2017). Such rankings in the political, popular and public imaginary are often connected to gendered and religious status and particular ideas
about agency and victimhood. While certain categories such as "the persecuted Christian", "mother and child" and refugees "waiting in camps"
are considered favourable, others are considered less favourable, for instance when refugees take matters into their own hands by crossing
the Mediterranean. These perceptions may be at odds with or challenge existing (inter)national migratory legislation such as the Geneva
Convention. This panel aims to examine localized and contextualized representations of biopolitical hierarchies of the deserving and not
deserving of "the right to have rights" (De Gooyer et al., 2018). We are particularly interested in European political and social practices and
articulations. The panel aims to interrogate the processes through which figures of the deserving and undeserving are constructed, politically
legitimized and possibly translated into legislation. We welcome contributions from scholars working in the fields of migration and refugee
studies, public, political and state anthropology, legal anthropology and on topics of media and public debate and right-wing populism.
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Abstract 231

Izabela Kujawa
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"Women Always Claim the Same". the Gendered and Racialized Credibility
Assessment on Spanish Asylum Procedure
The Orderly Return of Othered Subjects - Aggravation of German Migration Law
from a Power Critical Perspective
Faith-Based Perspectives on Refugees in Poland: Discourses, Debates, and Social
Practices
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Panel no. 95 - The Tides of Change: Living Off and with Heritage on the Coast
Convenors: Nataša Rogelja Caf, Nicolas Bautès
PANEL ABSTRACT
Coastal areas across the globe are a place of rapid transformations due to climate change and emergence of new development priorities
through an emphasis on industrialization, offshore energy and tourism. Most affected by these forces are the indigenous and local populations,
including fisher folk that may see the disappearance of their way of life and their sense of place. Can heritage, understood as interrelated
histories, artefacts, practices and ways of thinking that communities want to pass on to future generations, work as a tool of resistance to
some of these changes? Can heritage-making mitigate trauma and threats to cultural memory, ontological security, and overall well-being of
groups living on the coasts? What are the possibilities for minority actors to access the heritage-making fields (consisting of heritage regimes,
institutional actors, and practitioners) and use it as a resource for their subjectification as well as subsistence? Are local understandings of
the Past given attention and public recognition or they need to make way for more hegemonic forms of heritage prioritizing development and
national belonging? Can heritage-making on the coast lead to more sustainable strategies of modernization? We invite proposals that aim to
explore above themes through ethnography or any other form of research (including archival or discourse analysis) conducted with coastal
populations regarding the diverse processes of heritage-making. We are particularly keen to include ethnographic research on heritage as a
resource for "acts of citizenship" (Isin 2008) and community resilience.
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Devanathan Parthasarathy
Ishita Patil
Arun B. Inamdar
Yogesh Agarwadkar

The Tides of Change: Living Off and with Heritage on the Coast

A Sociopolitical Trajectory of the Oil Sardine (Sardine Longiceps) in the Coromandel
Coast of India

Indicator Species, Cultural Symbol, Livelihood: Bombay Duck (Bombil) as Coastal
Heritage in Mumbai, India
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Following Mullet and Seabass: Movement, Stasis and Borders in the North Adriatic
Tides of Change: Introduction
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Panel no. 98 - Doing Anthropology: Locating the Self In/Through the Field
Convenors: Saakshi Joshi, Bernardo Oliveira
PANEL ABSTRACT
Aligning with the larger vision of the Inter-Congress which aims to discuss and contemplate change, this panel proposes to foreground the
role of anthropological methods in deliberating on issues that oscillate between the "field" and the self. With the fusing disciplinary boundaries,
anthropological methods in general and ethnography in particular have emerged as almost universalized methodological tools within the
widening domains of social sciences and humanities. The proposed papers in this panel discuss how anthropology can build communities
through field experiences. Nidhi's paper attempts to blur disciplinary boundaries, demanding that practitioners of education deploy
anthropology's reflection-on-action and reflection-in-action to critically view and change their own practice, building communities of
practitioners who are able to interpret and reinterpret everyday experiences. Bernado's paper uses auto-ethnography to discuss the
emotional, psychological and social dimensions of the post-treatment experience of the researcher, bringing the "body" and its varying
perceptions to the fore. Pushpendra's paper reflects upon the precarity of working in a conflict zone and how that shapes the idea of fieldwork
and field. It proposes to discuss the issues of identity, access and challenges of conducting fieldwork in an occupied region. Saakshi's paper
explores ideas of positionality and field through her ethnographic fieldwork in a region witnessing ecological and political transformations the Himalayan mountains. The varying nature of the ethnographic "field" and the growing need to reflect on the self as well as on the field
and its constituents are important concerns that echo through the four proposed papers in this panel.
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Saakshi Joshi
Nidhi Gulati
Katarzyna Slaby

On Becoming One with the Surrounding: Indigenous and Emic Approach in
Qualitative Field Research
Reflections of Self and Other while Doing Autoethnography in a Multi-Sited Field
Fieldwork in a Curfewed Place!
"Let Me Speak Louder Than My Scars", Talking About Disabilities and
Autoethnography
"Here Comes Another One": Experiences from My Doctoral Research
Social Anthropology and Its Intersections with Education
"Anthropology Is Constantly About Displacements". Narrating and Locating Myself
within Breast Cancer Support Group Fieldwork Settings
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Panel no. 99 - National Intimacy, Historical Present and Possibilities of New Imaginaries
Convenors: Senka Božić Vrbančić, Maree Pardy
PANEL ABSTRACT
Lauren Berlant argues that during the last few decades we witness a process of developing national intimacies in many western countries by
coupling of private and public (the intimate public) which is linked to the discourses of a contemporary crisis (economic, environmental and
so on.). As a result, questions of social inequality and injustice have been covered over by personal narratives of suffering that demand
compassion of fellow citizens. In this way, the state mandate for social justice has been replaced with a privatised ethics of responsibility that
becomes a form of nation building. This panel invites papers working through affective registers to ethnographically capture national intimacies
of the historical present ("activity of making sense of the present"), its relation to the past and its potential for producing more capacious
epistemological and political lenses for generating new futures. Papers might attend to (but not limited to): national intimacy and precarity,
national intimacy and environmental crises, national intimacy and humanitarianism, national intimacy and possibilities of new imaginaries,
etc….
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Abstract 350

Jelena Kupsjak

National Intimacy and Humanitarian Reason: Ethnographic Fragment of Psychiatric
Hospital Ugljan

Abstract 265

Elena S. Soboleva

The Formation of the Croatian Community and Russian Ethnographic Expedition in
South America at the Beginning of the 20th Century

Abstract 239

Viktorija Kudra Beroš

Abstract 234

Erzsébet Barát

The Politics of Sentimentality and Diaspora Narratives
Cultural Diversity and the Politics of Emotions in the Media

Bleiburg and National Intimacy in Croatia
Reimagining Precarity: How to Challenge Article33 and Mobilize for Identifying as
Transgender
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Writing a New Story for the World Through Dreaming. The Analysis of the Dreams
Shared in an Online Group
Post-Peasant Imaginaries and Contemporary Forms of Nation-Building
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Panel no. 101 - Progressive/Regressive Visions of the Future? Towards a Dialectical
"Next Generation Anthropology" of Social Movements
Convenors: Ana Ivasiuc, Agnes Gagyi
PANEL ABSTRACT
Sherry Ortner (2016) argued that following anthropology's dark turn, focusing on the plight of subaltern groups under neoliberal crises, we
should now turn towards an "anthropology of the good" that can uncover what people conceive as "the good life", happiness, and moralities
of togetherness that could replace the neoliberal project. A growing corpus of anthropology is now devoting attention to social movements'
alternative visions of the future, and to the emergence of new economic and social models grounded in solidarity, ecological sustainability,
and conviviality. Yet phenomena such as the recrudescence of the far-right have also become crucial research topics. Anthropologists have
scrutinized the discourses and practices of various "unlikeable others" (Pasieka 2019), taking seriously the moral rationalities of such actors.
These recent developments in anthropology bring into the spotlight a series of empirical, theoretical, ethical, and epistemological questions.
What are the visions of the future that various regressive/progressive social movements develop and perform? (How) Do such visions come
into dialogue with each other? How are anthropologists dealing - methodologically, ethically, theoretically, and politically - with such
regressive/progressive visions of the future? Is the regressive/progressive distinction actually tenable epistemologically? How can a dialogue
be articulated between the anthropology of the far-right and "the anthropology of the good", and how can they come together in the process
of theorization? How can we think of a "next generation anthropology" that, while pursuing critique, moves dialectically between various
visions of the future deployed by social movements?
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Abstract 306

Gabriela Manley

A Feminist Ethnography for a Next Generation Anthropology of Fascism
Studying Right: From Legacies of Value-Neutral Knowledge to an Anti-Racist
Anthropology of the Far-Right
Hope and Nostalgia in Nationalist Visions of the Future
The Breakup of Britain: Progressive Utopia or Regressive Nationalism?
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Panel no. 103 - Collaborative Actions and Ethnographic Museums
Convenors: Renato Athias, Mohan Kant Gautam
PANEL ABSTRACT
In recent years, ethnographic museums have been searching for possible ways to justify their existence. Many are changing their names and
becoming centers of "world arts and culture". They experience new performance spaces and dialogical modes of presentation. This panel
seeks to discuss these new ways of showing and translating cultures in these museal spaces. These recent processes in museum contexts,
especially those concerned with cross-cultural translation? What is the approach to co-design of collaborative museums, using ethnography,
co-creation workshops. This panel discusses an approach to enter the processes used in collaborative museums. Where an ethnography
with co-creation workshops appears, among other anthropological methods and human-centered design. Emphasizing the creation of
immersive and collaborative experiences, thus providing a justification for involving carefully selected native and multidisciplinary teams and
users throughout R&D, pointing out their value and limitations. This panel brings the discussion to the institutional context by presenting
methods that can support collaborative actions in ethnographic museums.
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Ajai Pratap Singh

Survival in Developed Territories of South America (1914-1915) Through the Eyes of
Russian Naturalists
Disengaging Anthropology: Reflections on Museological Collaboration Through the
Analysis of Two Experiences with Indigenous People of Brazil
Discussing Collaborative Actions with Amerindians in Ethnographic Collections in
State Museums
The Continuous Attempts for Further Involvements - Museums and Indigenous
People in Australia
Ethnographic Museums and Collaborative Actions in Indian Context
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Panel no. 104 - Performing Substances, Transmitting Legacies
Convenors: Federica Toldo, Juliana P. Lima Caruso
PANEL ABSTRACT
The aim of this panel is to collect ethnographic based contributions on practices whose main characteristic is to make substances visible. We
encourage to think substances through the prism of practices and, vice-versa, to think practices through the prism of substances. As
emblematic of sharing, transmission, relation making (between humans, non-humans, etc.), substances are a key topic of anthropology. At
the intersection of relatedness and ritual studies, this panel calls for examples from different contexts whose common point is to make
substances socially visible in which relations are conceived, symbolically and pragmatically, through substances (fluids, food, and others
material dimensions of nature and bodies). This focus on shared, transmitted, inherited substances and their performance takes an important
place in the renewal of some classic domains of anthropology, notably kinship and ritual studies. Shared, transmitted and inherited substances
are a fundamental issue of societies and, for this reason, a challenge for anthropology. By this way, substances are chosen in this panel as
an emblematic theorist legacy for contemporary anthropology and its epistemological renewal.
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Substances of Healing: Embodied Knowing Between Addiction and Spiritual Trance

Abstract 402

Oscar Ivan Garcia Rodriguez

Coca, Tobacco and Blood: Substances and Filiation Among the Murui-Muina of the
Amazon

Abstract 383

Vanessa Rosemary Lea

Abstract 378

Juliana P. Lima Caruso

Abstract 369

Federica Toldo

Abstract 356

Daniela Salvucci

Abstract 338

Nilika Mehrotra

Substantiating the Ancestors of an Amazonian First People in Central Brazil Through
Their Personal Names
The Man Who Interrogates Snakes: Kinship, Substance and Performance Among
Traditional Fishermen from the Southeastern Brazilian Coast
Blood, Kin and Shared Mediumship in Xinguilamento Ritual Practice (Luanda,
Angola)
Hair, Cloths, and Coca Leaves: Relational Substances and Life-Forces in
Northwestern Andean Argentina
Journeys of Mahaprasad: Global Flows and Refiguring Food and Ritual in Odisha,
India
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Clarissa Reche
Érico Perrella

Searching for Blood: Approximation Between the Development of Menstrual
Technologies and War Technologies
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Panel no. 108 - Refuge, Refugees and Forced Migration
Convenors: Mónica Ibanez-Angulo, Martha Judith Sanchez
PANEL ABSTRACT
The number of refugees has increased noticeably during the last decade, especially in relationship to armed conflicts (e.g. Syria, Yemen)
and other social and political struggles (e.g. Venezuela). Moreover, data suggests that in the following decades the number of climate refugees
and environmental migrants will increase significantly due to climate change. The management of this special type of migratory flow has
posed a challenge for national and local governments given the diversity of the socio-demographic profiles. In this panel, we would like to
address different issues: - The relevance of the 1951 Refugee Convention in relationship with the regulations imposed by national and
supranational political bodies; - Challenges to refugee's social integration; - Effects of migration policies (e.g. Schengen visa system) on
refugee's applications and resolution; - Gender dimension; - Protection mechanisms; - Civil society mobilizations and solidarity; - Rethinking
the categories of refugees and forced migration; - Methodological considerations in refugee's research; - Refugees' trajectories; - Economic
impact of refugees on host economies.
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Abstract 361

Harming by Interviewing. Methodological and Ethical Dilemmas of In-deep
Interviews

Abstract 321

Robert Rydzewski
Izabela Wagner
Lucy Hunt

Abstract 248

Mónica Ibanez Angulo

The Role of Volunteering in Promoting the Social Integration of Refugees

Abstract 40

Margaret Louise Bullen

Irun's Welcome Network: Refugees on the Basque Border

“Make Them Invisible… and Then They Actually Disappear”: The Impact of Everyday
Bordering on Young Refugees’ Post-Compulsory Education in Greece
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Panel no. 110 - Next Generation Anthropology: Cosmopolitanian Anthropology, World
Anthropology, World Anthropologies, Trans-national Anthropology, or Something Else?
Convenors: Vesna Vuk Godina, Petr Skalnik
PANEL ABSTRACT
In the second half of the 20th century, native social and cultural anthropology developed in many non-Western countries. This development
has opened several questions. One of them is also the question about cooperation between Western and non-Western social and cultural
anthropology. The crucial dimension of this cooperation should be a productive dialogue between social and cultural anthropologists from
different geographic locations and theoretical and national traditions, which Kuper already in the 1994 predicted as a crucial dimension of
future social and cultural anthropology. In the panel we will discuss several topics: the most important characteristics of Western and nonWestern anthropologies; conditions for productive cooperation between Western and non-Western anthropologies; how this cooperation will
change Western social and cultural anthropology (de-westernization of Western social and cultural anthropology etc.); how this cooperation
will change non-Western social and cultural anthropology (professionlization of non-Western social and cultural anthropology etc.); (uncritical)
equalization of Western social and cultural anthropology with Western colonialism; (uncritical) equalization of non-Western social and cultural
anthropology with anti-colonialism; debates about relations between Western an non-Western anthropologies (Buchowski-Hann debate;
Verdery-Thelen debate etc.); possible future outcomes of the cooperation between Western and non-Western social and cultural
anthropology; how these outcomes should be named – as cosmopolitanian anthropology (Hann 2012), world anthropology/world
anthropologies (Pobłocki 2009; Restrepo and Escobar 2005), trans-national anthropology (Čapo 2014); and other questions and problems
connected with the topic of the panel.
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Abstract 447

Lucia Alma Sunder-Plassmann

Abstract 441

Alexandru Iorga

Abstract 342

Alexander Horstmann

Europeanization of the Romanian Ethnology & Anthropology. A Situation Analysis of
the Disciplines at the 'Eastern Margins' of Europe
Anthropologies in Romania and their Legacy: Popular Medicine, Anatomy, Race,
and Disguised Sociology
Non-Western Epistemology and Decolonizing Peace Education in World
Anthropology: The Example of Two Diaspora Communities
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Developing Derrida’s Radical Hospitality with Multispecies Cosmopolitanism as an
Approach for Managing Climate Change Displacement
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Miscellaneous, session 1
Moderator: Felipe Bruno Martins Fernandes
Abstract 501

Maria Watanabe

Hair Cut: Difference in Hair Cut's Meaning with Self and Non-Self

Abstract 451

Felipe Bruno Martins Fernandes

Abstract 373

Kanika Sharan

The Understanding of Current Feminist Movements Against Violence Through My
Personal Experience as an Anthropological Researcher

Abstract 198

Loveena Sehra

The Gender Politics of Domestic Violence in India: An Overview

Abstract 184

Fuko Kawamura

Living Between Renunciation and Non-Renunciation: Women’s Celibacy Outside the
Monasteries as a Religious Practice in Western Bhutan

Teaching Lesbian Theory in Brazil: From an Online Course Towards Political Action

Miscellaneous, session 2
Moderator: Barbara Cvitkušić
Abstract 428

Cecilia Paradiso

Looking at Environmental Policies from a National Park: An Ethnography of
Multidirectional and Diachronic Inputs

Abstract 299

Theresa Mentrup

#Nãofoiacidente: The Political Meaning of the Nature/Culture Dualism in the Context
of Recent Dam Collapses in Minas Gerais/Brazil

Abstract 298

Adelaide Mura

The New Material Culture Produced by the Wars in Yugoslavia: Monumentalisation
Practices and Policies

Abstract 280

Ani Bajrami

Here's to Future Days: Climate Change and Hydropower Plants Construction in
Albania

Abstract 18

Dario Nardini

Calcio Storico Fiorentino. Enacting Florentine “Identity”, Reanimating Florentine
History and Reclaiming Florence’s Cultural Heritage
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Miscellaneous, session 3
Moderator: Eva Anđela Delale
Abstract 434

Nidhi Balyan

Abstract 340

Barbara Turk Niskač

Abstract 334

Marie Daugey

Young Women and Social Media: Changing Rural Landscape
Hanging Around on and Offline: Between the Escape from Social Control and New
Forms of Surveillance
Children’s Participation in Ritual and Religious Life: Between Instituted Role and
Innovative Involvement

Miscellaneous, session 4
Moderator: Olga Orlić
Abstract 468

Ursula Bero

Managing Risk vs. Sustainability in Canadian Food Systems. Food Security in the
Niagara Region Before and During and Beyond COVID-19

Abstract 375

Omar Vargas

Trimmigrants as New Migrant Labor: The Case of Cannabis Industry in California

Abstract 262

Nathan Lebras

Healthy Eating and Instagram: Emerging Socialities in Bogota, Colombia

Abstract 146

Jennifer Trivedi

Biloxi, Mississippi after Katrina: Disaster Recovery & Reconstruction on the Gulf
Coast
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Miscellaneous, session 5
Moderator: Jelena Šarac
Abstract 301

Lina Diaz-Castro
Maria Guadalupe Ramirez-Rojas
Ever Sánchez Osorio
Héctor Cabello Rangel
Mauricio I. Velázquez-Posada

The Analytical Framework of Governance in Health Policies in the Face of Health
Emergencies

Abstract 287

Samanti Kulatilake
Patrick Carmichael

Can the Peruvian Mummies Speak? Challenges and Opportunities in Ancient DNA
Analyses

Abstract 188

Wulf Schiefenhövel

Childbirth: A Central Issue for Global Health

Abstract 28

Etsuko Matsuoka

Impact of MDGs on Reproductive Health of Women in Rural Bangladesh

Poster session
Poster 144

Maiia Sivtseva

Civic Engagement on Permafrost. Evaluating Collaborative Architectural Making
as a Tool for Provoking Civic Placemaking Initiatives in Yakutsk, North-Eastern
Siberia
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Ethnographic films session
Film 470

Santiago Ivan Ramirez-Nava
Francisco Antonio Ramirez-Rojas
Maria Guadalupe Ramirez-Rojas
Ever Sánchez Osorio

Convergence of Multiple Health Realities, in the Face of the Pandemic of COVID19 in the Amuzga Region of Guerrero, México

Film 358

Avitoli G. Zhimo

Film 309

Pascale Hancart Petitet
Thiane Khamvongsa
Peter Livermoore

Film 288

Judy Aslett

My FGM Story

Film 278

Lisa Palmer

Wild Honey: Caring for Bees in a Divided Land

Film 274

Mina Rad

Film 249

Stefano Galeazzi

The Dying Gaze

Film 222

Lorenzo D'Angelo

Oreteti. Connecting Humans to God

Film 136

Valerie Hänsch

Sudanese Industrial Sound: Sonic Labour in a Truck Workshop

Film 79

Joy Hendry
James Hendry
Nadine Kreter

An Anthropologist in Changing Japan: Explaining Long-term Research

Film 15

Isil Karatas
Joyce Stefanova
Pia Buhler
Viktoria Kostova

The Village on the Cliff
Live with It

The Hupd’äh Enchanted Words of the Amazon - Masters of knowledge, narrated
by Renato Athias

Barber Queen
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